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ing the Selective Service System, the
Civil Service Commission, the Office of
Defense Transportation, and the Depart
ment of Agriculture, are made subject
within certain limits to the policies and
directives of the War Manpower Com
An excerpt from the Executive order,

outlining the composition and duties of

man, and a represeniative of each of the
following departments and agencies: The
Department of War, the Department of
the Navy, the Department of Agriculture,
the Department of Labor, the War Pro
duction Board, the Labor Production Di
vision of the War Production Board, the
Selective Service System, and the United
States Civil Service Commission.

goods and

II?

nouncement—will be reorganized into a
Labor Production Division reporting to
WPB Chairman Nelson. This division,
as well as various other agencies includ

the War Manpower Commission, follows:
The commission shall consist of the
Federal Security Administrator as chair

savings

BILLION

which—according to a White House an

mission.

EACH DISC EQUALS
10 BILLIONS OF ( $

taxes and

IN TERMS OF

WPB division reorganized
The new ^ency takes over the labor
supply and training functions of the War
Production Board's Labor Division,

ESTIMATED

DATA PROM OPA

The chairman, after consultation
with the members of the commission,
shall:

A. Formulate plans and programs and
establish basic national policies to assure
the most effective mobilization and max
imum utilization of the Nation's man

power in the prosecution of the wf.r;
and issue such policy and operating di
rectives as may be necessary thereto.
B. Estimate the requirements of man

power for industry; review all other esti
mates of needs for military, agricultural,
and civilian manpower; and direct the
several departments and agencies of the
Government as to the proper allocation
of available manpower.

C. Determine basic policies for. and
take such other steps as are necessary

to coordinate, the collection and com

pilation of labor maiket data by Federal
departments and agencies.

To formdate legislative programs
D. Establish policies and prescribe
regulations governing all Federal pro

grams relating to the recruitment, vo
cational training, and placement of
workers to meet the needs of industry
and agriculture.

E. prescribe basic policies governing

the filling of the Federal Government's
requirements for manpower, excluding
those of the military and naval forces,
and issue such operating directives as
may be necessary thereto.
P. Formulate legislative programs de

signed to facilitate the most efTective
mobilization and utilization of the man

power of the country, and, with the ap
provalof the President, recommend such
legislation as may be necessary for this
purpose.
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We have passed Axis output
but must overcome reserve

to winthe war, says Nelson
Manpower—without which the guns
won't shoot, the machines won't run, the
food won't grow—has become the respon
sibility of a new 9-member commission,
headed by Federal Security Adminis
trator Paul V. McNutt. The War Man
power Commission, created within the

Office for Emergency Management last

week by Executive order, numbers among
its broad functions the formulation of
plans and proposing of legislation for the

The War Production Board, in the
meantime, went ahead with its drastic
restrictions to save machines and mate

rials for the war effort. WPB ordered an
end to the manufacture of oU burners and

coal stokers for residential use. May 31;
to the production of medium and heavy
trucks for civilian use after existing
quotas have been completed; to the pro

Speaking to the American Society of
Newspaper Editors in New York April 17,
Donald M. Nelson, WPA Chairman, de
clared:

. . . We are over the hump on war pro
duction. Today the combined produc
tion of America, Russia, and England
undoubtedly is greater than the com

Various

duction for civilians of 349 of the 710
types of radio tubes. A reduction was
ordered In the amounts of iron and steel

agencies must conform to the policies
and directives the commission lays down

for warm-air furnaces. On June 1, man
ufacture of cast iron soil pipe will be

can start out tomorrow to take the offen

in the performance of its duties.

limited to a single weight.

sive, of course.

most

effective

use

of

men.

These

agencies Include the Selective Service
System and the Civil Service Commis

sion, within certain limits, and a Labor
Production Division which—according to
White House announcement—will be
formed by a reorganization of the War
Production Board's Labor Division.

The

many started In 1933.

phonograph records to 30 percent of the

munitions, to which has been added the

1941 figure. Natural resins are under a
conservation order. Rhodium is banned
from jewelry because it is needed for

booty seized in conquered countries.

and plumbing and heating equipment
was frozen except for orders with high
ratings. The insecticide rotenone was

against the high cost of living.

To save

small mine operators from possible ruin,
OPA removed Its requirement of seasonal
discounts for sales of hard coal at the

mines. At the same time, however, OPA
moved to foil wholesalers of pork who
tried to get around the ceiling. Some
had posted artificially Iiigh prices in the
period on which the ceiling was based, so
that they might continue to charge those
prices if they chose. OPA changed the
base period, taking an earlier one.
OPA revealed that the initial ration of

sugar for individuals will be 1 pound for
2 weeks.

Distribution of forms was be

Each nation built

up an enormous reserve of arms and

power Commission.

Officials of the Office of Price Admin

Japan began piling up

A limitation on shellac cuts its use for

searchlight reflectors. Heavy compres
sors, urgently necessary for war produc

istration were warning, meanwhile, that
the gap between expected income and
expected goods and services purchasable
with that income threatens us with rapIdly rising prices and a loss of the battle

That does not mean that we are going
to win the war next month, or that we

armaments as far back as 1930; Ger

Other restrictions

labor supply and training functions of
the WPB Labor Division are transferred,
by the Executive order, to the War Man

Rising prices continue to threaten

bined Axis production.

tion, were put under complete allocation,

forbidden for some purposes.

Manufacturers were ordered to stop
immediately putting any wool into proc
ess for floor coverings and drapery and

upholstery fabrics, except for Army, Navy
and Maritime Commission orders.

Benefiting by new or higher priority
ratings were mines; makers of mining
equipment; steel producers; and manu
facturers of farm machinery.

500 plants report on war drive
To head off a threatened shortage of
refrigerator cars. Transportation Direc
tor Eastman ordered that they be used
for perishable products only.
Hie OfBce of Price Administration was
active in other fields besides pork and
coal. Other subjects of Its attention

So it is not enough merely to top their
current production; we also have to over

come that accumulated reserve, which
means that we must go on increasing our
effort as rapidly as we can. But I believe
it is safe to predict that by the end of
the year we will have overcome that re
serve and will from then on have our

enemies at
tage. . . .

an
★

increasing
★

disadvan

*

Wood pulp ceilings
Maximum prices at which the various
grades of domestic and foreign woodpulp, basic raw material used in the pro
duction of paper, can be sold in the
United States or for export are estab
lished in Maximum Price Regulation No.
114 (Wooapulp), Issued April 16 by Price
Administrator Henderson. The regtllation, effective April 20. replaces prices
which producers at the OPA's request,
have maintained sinLfc July 1,1940.

Supplanting current pricing systems,

were copper and copper scrap; refriger
ators; linoleum: paraffin wax; southern

.uch as the "on dock Atlantic Seaboard"

pine lumber: wood pulp: newsprint, and

equities. "-.he regulation establishes a sin
gle price system with freight allowances

method, which caused certain price in

gun for registration April 28 and 29 of
some 2,000.000 retailers, wholesalers, and

hide glue.

industrial and institutional users of
sugar. A booklet of instructions for ofB-

revealed that with the report of the

ducing mill.

Douglas Aircraft Company, 500 war con
tractors now have announced their
organization for the campaign.

With respect to the price level, an in
crease is effected only in the price of

cials of the houseliold sugar rationing,
which will take place May 4, 6, 6, and 7,
also was released.

War Production Drive headquarters
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recently warned that people who dont

On the Home Front
All of US here on the Home Front are

engaged in building a future and the fu
ture we are building is a futm-e in which
the Axis oppressors will get what is

order coal this spring may not be able
to get it next autumn, now urges every
one on the Eastern Seaboard or in the

we are engaged in a war which must
enlist almost every material as well as
almost every man and woman if we are
to win. We need such reminders.

coming to them.

Last week we had a foretaste of that
future. Last week our bombers roared

up to the Philippines out of Australia
and the Japs got a preview of things to
come, of things to come when we have
translated the fat of peace into the lean

And fewer rugs to cut
The reason why we'll only have 30

percent as many new phonograph rec
ords as we used to have is that you need
shellac to make records and almost all
our shellac comes from India. That's
where we get most of our jute. too. and
because we're not going to be able to

Pacific Northwest who is using oil heat
to convert to coal, if possible.
The railroads are suffering from a seri
ous shortage of manpower and railway
leaders met in Washington last week with
Office of Defense Transportation officials
to discuss this problem ... Motor trans

port of war workers is another problem
which grows more serious as tires wear
thin
Pooling the use of private autos
is one way of lessening this problem,
there may be prospect of a solution in
the big bus which ambled into Wash

"Figbdng men gave doable valne"
The fightingmen who flew those bomb
ers gave us double value for every ounce
of material, every moment of labor, every
small bit of sacrifice, which entered into
their making.

Which proves again what has been
demonstrated before—that the key to vic

tory ishere at home, that victory depends
upon our abUity to get tough with

ington last week from Indiana ... It
will carry 141 passengers.

sinews of war.

REPRINTING PERMISSSBLE
Requests have been received for
permission to reprint "On the Home
Front" in whole or in part. This
column, like all other material in
Victory, may be reprinted without
special permission. If excerpts are
used, the editors ask only that they
be taken In such a way that their
original meaning is preserved.

ourselves.

Consnmer sugarregistration May 4-7
WPB, for obvious reasons, has for
bidden manufacture of blowout shoes ...

To prevent existing plumbing and heat
ing supplies from being dissipated on
projects not related to the war, \VPB has
frozen stocks . - . Retail sales amount
ing to $5 or less, however, will be per
mitted . . . With sugar rationing no
further away than the beginning of next
month—May 4. 5. 6 and 7 are the days
set for consumer registration—instruc
tion books are being sent out to guide the

Stream of civilian goods now a trickle

spare jute any more there'll be fewer

1,250.000 elementary schoolteachers who

We are making rapid progress at that
and it is fortunate, because this is no
time to move slowly. The great stream
of civilian goods has dried to a damp

rugs and carpets.

will act as volunteer registrars ,..

trickle. We have dammed that stream,
and altered its course. Now in increas

ing flood it races along the deep channel
of war production, carrying with it
materials and machines and men.

Last week saw such diverse products
as household furnace stokersand phono

graph records swept into the current,
to emerge as vital parts of the more and
more and yet more weapons we must
provide.

We must save our jute for camou

flage and for sandbags, among other
things.

Two onncei ofshellac^one signal flare
We are saving shellac because every

time an officer fires a signal flare hito
the Pacific night from his Very pistol
he is using up shellac: because shellac

protects our ammunition nesting against

the day when it whistles into the lines
of our enemies: because shellac cements
the jeweled bearings of the naviga

tional Instruments which keep our swift
cruisers on course.

whicli halts manufacture of oil burners
and coal stokers for residential use is

We are saving shellac because it binds
the abrasives usedon the grinding wheels
of our war industry, goes into the making
of our military explosives and pyrotech
nics, coats the wooden patterns for the

an obvious one, to save iron and steel
for guns and ships. But there's some

may be used to preserve the hulls of

Less shellac for rug-cutting

The purpose behind the WPB order

thing pretty fascinating in the reasons
which moved WPB to issue an edict

which will cut by 70 percent our output
of phonograph records.

WPB's order which will cut America's

quota of dance band platters and radio

transcriptions is one of those little
things—like the fact that we can't spare
resin any more to put that slick finish
on playing cards—which remind us that

metal castings which become weapons,

"The Home Front delivers"
The drive to save iron and steel has

caught up with the game of golf . . .
After May 31 iron or steel may not be
used to make golf clubs . . . Golfers,

however, won't feel the effect of this until
next year—this year's production is al
most completed . - . Lots of things are

going to be different nextyear . . . They
must be . . . More machines and more

work in our industrial Midwest—the
skilled labor soon will be released for war
men and machines which have been busy

turning out our final complement of
trucks . . . WPB's Bureau of Industrial
Conservation has announced that the
drive to salvage old paper has been so

successful that paper mills now are able
to meet most current orders . . . Which
proves that whenthe Home Front knows
what is expected of It, the Home Front

dauntless torpedo craft and other ves

delivers.

sels of war.

houses . . . WPB has prohibited use of
rubber tires on new auxiliary trailers
for fire apparatus .. . The Office of Price
Administration has refused to allow
linoleum manufacturers to raise prices
. And OPA continues to fight to keep
down the high cost of living, to keep

A 10-inch phonograph record contains
about 2 ounces of shellac.

And 2 ounces of shellac is just about
the amount that goes into the manufactiu-e of one signal flare, or Very
light.

The transportation situation grows m-

creasingly complicated and OPA which

The rubber shortage has hit the fire

prices stable . ..

★
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PRICE ADMINISTRATION ...
Gap between incomes and goods available
ci6a.tes serious situcition^ sciys Ginsburg
The dangers of a situation in which
the Nation's individuals have billions of
dollars more to buy goods than thei'e
are goods to buy was described by David
Ginsburg. OPA General Counsel, April 13.
In his address before the War Conference
of Controllers in New York City, he also
called attention to the fact that the Price
Control Act gives the Administrator dis

cretion as to whether he shall put ceilings
over individual commodities or a ceiling
over all commodities.

Excerpts:

Since the outbreak of the war in Sep
tember 1939, a period of about thirty
months, prices of basic raw materials

have increased 66 percent, wholesale
prices 31 percent, and retail prices at
least 25 percent. Today I imagine retail
prices have just about caught up with

months. It's the accelerating rate of in
crease that's most frightening.

try requests for a 25-cent-per-ton price

The last war cost this country 31 billion
dollars. Of this. ISVz billion doUars
represented not ships and guns but in

Increase the supply of consumer goods.
And we can't do the latter because we're

flated prices. The rise of prices since
September 1939has already increased the
prospective cost of this war by more than

arming the forces of the United Nations;

the total cost of the last war. If the

Wholesale prices up 31 percent

present rise in prices were permitted to
continue, it would add at least 50 billion

to spend after personal taxes and savings
were deducted from our individual in
comes. At the same time we had Just
about an equal amount of consumer

goods and services available to be bought.
We came through the year with some
price increases, but on the whole we did

pretty well. This year, if income pay
ments continue at their present accel

erated rate, and even if the present
proposed tax program is enacted, we
figure that after deducting personal taxes
and savings, spendable incomes will be
Increased from 74 bllUon dollars to 86
billion dollars. At the same time the

of 1943.

Assuming a national income of about

100billion dollars, each 1 percent we keep
the price level from rising yields a profit
to the Nation of a billion doUars.

As most of you are aware, the price
control contemplated by the legislation

{Emergency Price Control Act of 1942}
is control over the maximum prices of
all articles, products and materials,

supply of consumer goods and services,
we estimate, will fall from 74 billion to

States.

billion dollars bidding for a short supply
of goods in a tight market will get around
any price control and any rationing
schemes that any government can devise.

At the same time OPA refused indus

Increase for domestic and pea sizes over
the maximum prices established in the
price regulation.

It was contended by members of the

industry that in 1941 the industry earned
little more than 1 percent on its claimed
Invested capital. It was maintained
that the spring loss under discount re
quirements would be too great to be off
set by profits later in the year, because
of the Government call for heavy produc

tion in the earlier months of the year.

dollars to the cost of the war by the end

whether raw materials, foodstuffs or fin
ished products, and whether at the man
ufacturers'. wholesalers' or retailers*
level. This authority extends over im
ports and exports and over sales and
purchases by the United States and the

69 billion dollars at current prices. This
leaves a menacing inflationary gap of
about 17 billion dollars. iNote: Mr.
Ginsburg is speaking in terms of current
prices, whereas the chart on page 1 is
drawn in terms of 1941 prices.) That's
probably more than any Government
price controller can handle. Seventeen

amendment is effective as of April 16

1942.

more money to spend than we have con

Last year we had 74 billion dollars left

To save the small producers of anthra

cite from operating at a loss through a
period when the Government is calling
for an unusually high level of production.
Price Admlmstrator Henderson on April
16 amended Maximum Price Regulation

three-fourths of the retail price increase
have taken place during the past twelve

Each I percent equals a billion

tion of the Nation's spendable income, or

mine, to save small producers

wholesale Increases. But the significant No. 112 (Pennsylvania Anthracite) to
fact is that half of the raw material price eliminate the requirement for seasonal
increase, two-thirds of the wholesale, and discounts in sales at the mines. The

The reason we're all troubled about
Inflation is that as a Nation we have

sumer goods to buy. We've either got
to reduce or immobilize a substantial por

OPA abandons seasonal
discounts for anthracite at

The Administrator may take action

whenever in his judgment the price or
prices of a commodity or commodities
have risen or threaten to rise to an ex
tent or in a manner Inconsistent with

the purposes of the Act. The Adminis
trator, therefore, has discretion either to

establish maximum prices for particular
commodities or groups of commodities in

furtherance of a policy of selective price
control, or if it should prove necessary,
to establish a celling over prices for all
or a number of commodities at one time.

*

*

*

OPA disapproves coal
price increase for Akron
Fourteen retail coal dealers in Akron,
Ohio, have been informed by OPA that
they have not furnished justification for
any Increase in retail coal prices above
those prevailing during the period De
cember 15-31, 1941.
★

★

*

Company allowed premium
A premium charge of 25 cents per ton

for certain high quality anthracite pro
duced and marketed by Jeddo Highland
Coal Co. of Jeddo, Pg.. is permitted in
Amendment No. 2 to Maximum Price
Regulation No. 112 (Pennsylvania An

thracite), announced April 14 by OPA
Administrator Henderson. The amend
ment was effective April 15, 1942.

The premium applies to the price at
the mine and affects domestic and pea
sizes and two of three steam sizes, with
no premium permitted on Barley (No. 3
Buckwheat) steam size.

★
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OPA hangs pork prices on
Feb. 16-20 to foil sellers who

overquoted in old base period
To offset the advantage gained by cer

tain sellers, who made unwarranted price
advantages in anticipation of OPA's
regulation setting maximiun prices for
dressed hogs and wholesale pork cuts,
Price Administrator Henderson on April
15 made a sweeping revision.
Amendment No. 6 to Temporary Maxi
mum Price Regulation No. 8 reqxiires all
sellers to compute their maximum prices

•W

a-'-ftias

by reference to their price list quota

w\0

tions and highest sales of the period
February 16-20, 1942, plus certain addi
tions which are expressly stated in the
amendment. These additions are based

upon the actual rise in prices of raw
materials from this period to March J-7,
1942. The new amendment became ef
fective April 20.

Principal purpose of the new amend
ment Is to remove great Inequalities

among sellers caused by the fact that
some merchandisers took advantage of
advance and—in several instances—con

fidential

information by establishing
artificially high ceilings for themselves.
They accomplished this by arbitrarily
raising prices quoted in their lists during
the periods February 23-28, 1942, and
March 3-7, 1942, and by making a small
number of sales at the quoted prices dur
ing this time.

"The new price basis," Mr. Henderson

declared, "will not increase the cost of
pork products to the ultimate consumer,
and, possibly, may effect a slight de
crease."
tOiaS^'

Cartoon by Elderman for OEM. Two-column mats available for publication, on request
to Distribution Section, Division of Information, Washington, D. C.

Following are the specified additions
which may be made to the seller's high
est listed prices or actual sales made
during the period February 16-20, 1942:
Regular hams fresh or Irozen, VaC regular
hams boned and rolled, %f: regular hams

cured '/Jt: reg\ilar hams smoked,

Financing plan for abnormal sugar movements under way
A self-sustaining plan to finance ab
normal movements of both beet and cane

sugar, necessitated by the war, is being
worked out by the OPA in cooperation

with processors and refiners, Harold B.
Bowe. chief of the food rationing section
of the OPA rationing division, announced

April 17. Details of the program will be
presented at a later date.
Officials of Defense Supplies Corpora

tion, the Department of Agriculture and
WPB were present at conferences held in
Washington, D. C., with the country's
beet refiners April 16 and cane refiners
and offshore distributors April 17.

A definitive program, designed to facili
tate payment of freight charges for the
movement of sugar to places in need of
supplies but out of the normal selling
areas, was presented to the trade for their
ideas and suggestions, at the request of
WPB.

Pending working out of the program,
OPA has sent a telegram to all refiners

and primary distributors of sugar in this
country, requesting them to limit their
sales to "immediate shipment" terms.
An "immediate shipment" is defined by
OPA as sugar shipped within 3 days of
the order's date.

regular

hams boued, Itf; regular hams baXed. IViC
picnics fresh or frozen, If; picnics cured If:

picnics smoked. V/if. picnics boned and rolled,
iu,«- shoulders fresh or Iro2en, 1«: shoulders
cured K' shoulders smoked.
shoulders
boned and rolled, V/tT. regular pork loins
fresh or frozen, 2('; boneless pork loins. 3f.
Skinned hams fresh or frozen, 1*: skinned
hams boned and rolled, V/^f. skinned haiM
cured If; skinned hams smoked.
skinned bams boiled,
skinned hams
baked, 2t: Boston butts fresh or frozen. I'Af.
bellies fresh or frozen. %f, bellies dry cured,
v.f bellies dry salt ctu'ed, 1V4<; bellies sweet

pickle cured,

bellies dry salt cured and

smoked, l%f: smoked slab bacon, 1<: Cana
dian bacon. 4<: Canadian sliced bacon, 4f,
sliced bacon, !%<•

Canned or packaged spiced l^cheon meat

made entirely from pork,

or frozen,
fat backscured, ^8<. spare ribs
fresh or frozen. >Af: cannedorpackaged spiced
ham,

★
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DSC or designees allowed to raise price
on several grades of sugar in 10 States
Price Administrator Henderson April
12 gave Defense Supplies Corporation—
or its designees—permission to advance

the selling price to $5.60 per hundred
pounds on several grades of offshore re
fined sugar and domestic refined beet

sugar in 10 specified Northeastern States.

To relieve tight supply situatioa
The broad permission, contained In Or
der No. 1 under Revised Price Schedule
No. 60 (IMrect-Consumption Sugars), is

designed for the twin purpose of relieving
the current tight North Atlantic States'
supply situation and partially reimburs
ing DSC for the additional freight ex
penses in moving sugar there from out

lying areas. It became effective April
13,1942.

The permission granted by the order
is conditioned on payment of a difference
between the maximum basis prices per
mitted for each type under the sched
ule and the $5.60 figure to DSC reimburs
ing that agency for part of the additional
freight expenses incurred.
The section providing that DSC may
apply for approval to sell direct-con
sumption sugars at higher than the max

imum ceilings was contained in Amend
ment No. 1 to Revised Price Schedule
No. 60, issued March 30.

The section was Inserted to help DSC
recoup extra freight charges, where sug

ars must be shipped to abnormal terri
tories for the particular sugars Involved
or in an unusual combination of trans
portation facilities.

States in which such $5.60 sales may

4. The balance of approximately 861991
bags of 100 poiinda each of fine granulated

sugar purchased by DSC from The Coca-Cola
Co., by agreement made February 19, 1942
•5.60 per 100 pounds f. o, b. United States
seaboard cane sugar refinery nearest freightwise to point of delivery.

"The $5,60 price permitted to be paid
for these offshore sugars and domestic
refined beet sugar," the administrator
explained, "merely matches the new ceil
ing price permitted for sales of refined

The amendment does these things:

sult in any Increase In retail prices to
★

★

★

OPA grants three of six pleas
Six orders replying to trade petitions
for exception or amendment of Revised
Price Schedule No. 49—Resale of Iron
or Steel Products—were issued April 11
by Price Administrator Henderson.
Order No. 1: Jacobs & Gile, Inc., Port

land, Ore., was denied a petition request
ing that its price on a particular gage
of galvanized sheet be raised $5 per
ton.

Order No. 2: A petition for amendment

filed by H. Schultz ii Sons, Newark, N. J.,
was dismissed. The request for permis
sion to raise prices on merchant wire
products had already been granted
through provisions of Amendment No. 2
which does away with the inadequate
spread between the cost and the sale
price for these products.

Order No. 3: The American Near East
Corporation, New York City, was granted

ers in the Near East.

Order No. 4: Trans-Atlantic Export
Corporation, New York City, is denied
a request for an addition to the margin
permitted ft as an exporter In order
to compensate an agent in South Africa
who participated in the transaction.
Order No. 5: The Simons Iron and
Metal Co., Newark, N. J., is granted a
petition permitting it to sell specified
kinds, grades, and quantities of steel
products at prices approximating the

1. Fine granulated beet sugar manufactured

point of delivery.

2. Pine granulated sugar from offshore
areas, domestic (such as Puerto Rico) or

foreign—56.60 per 100 pounds duty paid basis
f. o. b. United States seaboard cane sugar
refinery nearest freightwlse to point of de
livery.
3. Turblnado.

washed-whlt«

or

similar

partial exception to the schedule on sales

cost of these items.

Order No, 6:

A partial exception is

seaboard cane sugar refinery nearest freight-

granted to American Steel Export Co,,
New York City, permitting it to sell a
specified inventory of Iron and steel

wise to point of delivery.

products for export at cost.

sugar for direct consumption, from oSsbore

areas, domestic or foreign—$5.60 per 100
pounds duty paid basis f. o. b. United States

count In computing maximum
prices:

the consumer."

Types of sugar and basis for sales

In the continental United States—$5.60 per

1942.

1. Clarifies the point that wholesal
ers' discounts were taken Into ac

Pennsylvania, and Delaware.

100 pounds, f. 0. b. United States seaboard
cane sugar refinery nearest freightwlse to

A tightening up of Revised Price
Schedule No. 19 for Southern Pine Lum
ber, to halt some evasion practices and
to codify interpretations issued in the
past, is accomplished in Amendment No.
1 to the schedule, announced April 16
by OPA Administrator Henderson. The
amendment became effective April 21,

Northeastern States named in the cur
rent order. Therefore, it should not re

and deliveries of specified kinds, grades,
and quantities of steel to designated buy

may sell at. In the 10 named States:

Southern pine lumber
schedule tightened

cane sugar processed in four of the ten

be made are: Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,

Following are the types of sugar, and
the basis which DSC or its designees now

April 21, 1942

2. Prohibits the sale at a single flat
price of any lot consisting of lum
ber subject to the schedule and
lumber not subject to price con
trol;

3. Prohibits elimination or reduc

tion of cash discounts in effect
before issuance of the price sched
ule:

4. Prohibits the buying of lumber
at random lengths and Its resell

ing on a specified length basis:
5. Refuses permission for charges
made for workings, specifications,
services or other extras not spe
cifically provided for in the sched
ule.

★

*

★

Manufacturers' request to raise

linoleum prices refused by OPA
Declaring that "Increased costs of
production

are

not

alone

sufficient

grounds for authorizing a price In
crease," the OPA announced April 14
that it had refused to allow linoleum
manufacturers to raise prices as an off
set to higher freight rates.
*

★

*

Piece goods ceiling not to be
pushed up by "escalator"
Sellers of finished piece goods made
of cotton, rayon or their mixtures sub

ject to Temporary Maximum Price Reg
ulation No. 10 may not rely on "escala
tor" clauses to Increase their prices above
the maximum levels established by that
regulation, Price Administrator Hender

son made clear April 16.

★
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Ceilings set for makers' sales
of new domestic refrigerators
on A-10 or higber rating
Maximum prices at which manxifacturers may sell new domestic refrigera

tors directly to persons assigned a pref
erence rating of A-10 or higher by the

VICTORY
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"SLIDING-SCALE" COTTON
COVERAGE BROADENED
"Sliding-scale" tables of CPA maxi
mum price schedules for cotton yarns
and textiles are extended to brackets
that take in a 22-cent lO-market "spot"
amendments to five cotton yam and tex

tile schedules issued April 9 by Price

effective April 16.

As these schedules stood, the tables
which set forth the sliding scales of yam
and textile maximum prices as they re

hold Mechanical Refrigerators) estab
lished maximum prices for sales of do
mestic mechanical refrigerators by man
ufacturers to distributors and dealers.

Supplies of domestic mechanical re
frigerators in the hands of manufac
turers,

distributors

and

dealers, on

may be revised to
cover higher packaging

cotton price, and specific margins for
print-cloth bed linens are provided in

WPB are established in Amendment No.
1 to Revised Price Schedule No. 102, Is
sued April 11 by Price Administrator
Henderson. The amendment became
Revised Price Schedule No. 102 (House

Paraffin wax ceilings

Administrator Henderson.

Rise in average price of spot cottoa

The additional cost of shipping paraf
fin wax in cotton bags (above the cost of
burlap bags customarily used when Re
vised Price Schedule No. 42 for parafBn
wax was issued on November 21. 1941)
may be added to maximiun prices, ac
cording to an interpretation of the price
schedule issued April 13 by CPA.
The interpretation was outlined in a
letter to a member of the paraffin wax

late to the lO-market average price of
"spot" cotton covered a range of cotton
prices from approximately 16 cents up
to 20 cents per pound. Recently the
average price of spot cotton has risen
above 20 cents, thus, in effect, "running

February 14. 1942, were "frozen" by
WPB's supplementary general limitation
order L-5-b. Since then the order has
beenamendedso that sales couldbe made
to meet the needs of the Army, Navy.
Maritime Commission. Panama Canal
Zone, defense projects or defense housing

off the page" for pricing purposes. The
cotton-price range covered by the sliding
scales is now extended to take in 22-cent
cotton and to list appropriate price ceil

Industry who had pointed out the addi
tional packaging costs which followed the
virtual stoppage of burlap shipments
from India due to the war.

Under Revised Price Schedule No. 42, mw-

Imum prices for various grades of paraSn
wax were established for shipments tn tank
cars barrels, and bags. Another section ol
the'schedule provided for maximum prices
when shipments were in "other containers.

In its response to the industry query, OPA
explained that the term "bags" ^ "sed in

the schedule referred to burlap tags, ^e
maximum prices for such wax sold In cotton

ings for yams and textiles.

bags, the letter said, are determined unticj
paragraph (e) In section X335.460 appendix A
of the price schedule.

projects with an A-10 preference rating

The price schedules affected are: No.
7 Combed Cotton Yams; No. II—Fine
Cotton Grey Goods: No. 33—Carded Cot

or higher. The amendment was drawn

ton yarns: No. 35—Carded Greyand Col-

additional costs, if any, of the conmners
if containers other lhan those speci£ed in

to cover these sales, since the sales cov
ered by the original schedule from manu
facturer to dealer and distributor are no
longer permitted by WPB.

ored-Yam Cotton Goods: and No. 89—

the schedule are used. It require^ how
ever, that such additional charges shall be
shown as separate items on all records and

The base price established in the
amendment is the same as the base

added to the price of print-cloth in de
termining applicable maximum prices for

Gasoline cost, tax, plus

print-cloth bed linens. Such margins

3 cents gives total price

price to distributors fixed In theschedule,

Bed Linens.

invoices.

For Bed Linens, an amendment also

are based on price lists of manufacturers

the actual charges for servicing when

October 1 to October 15. 1941.

of print-cloth bed linens in effect from
★

purchaser.

★

★

However, r.llowances for cooperative
advertising must be deducted as coopera

tive advertising will not enter into sales
permitted by WPB.
The amendment allows the manufac

turer to add a 2 percent charge of the
base price in shipment of less-than-carload lots.

If the refrigerators were ready for

delivery on February 14.1942, an amount

equal to 1 percent of the base price for
each month, or fraction of each month,
whichelapses between February 1942 and
the date of sale may be added, to cover
the "freeze" costs such as storing, financ

ing insuring and handling. If the unit
was not ready for delivery February 14,
the allowable amount shall be 1 percent
of the base price for each month which
elapses between the date the refrigerator
was ready for deUvery and the date of
sale.

★

provides specific margins which may be

but to this the manufacturer may add
the actual amount of the excise tax, and

special services are requested by the

paragraph (e) permits the addition to max

imum prices of "a reasonable charge for

Hide glue prices changed
to aid rail shipment to East
The hide glue revised price schedule
was amended by CPA April 15 to en
courage rail shipments of the product
from the West Coast to the Eastern
Seaboard.

Amendment No. 2 to Revised Price
Schedule No. 76 makes this provision
on transportation charges;

"Regardless of any other provision of
this Revised Price Schedule No. 76, there

may be added to the maximum prices set

★

★

Certain retail gasoline dealers in the
East were told by the Office of Price Ad
ministration April 15 how to compute

the 3-cents-per-gallon margin permitted
them under Amendment No. 2 to Tem
porary Price Regulation No. 11.
The regulation and It/S amendments

apply only to the curtailment area—17

Eastern States and the District of Co

lumbia. and Oregon, and Washington.
Amendment No. 2 applies only to retaDers who have been operating on a

margin of less than 3 cents per gallon.
The explanation declares that only the

price paid by the retailer to his supplier,
and the tax, may be considered in fixing
a base upon which to impose a S-centsper-gallon margin. All other charges
which are not for gasoline must be

forth in this section the amount of
transportation charges in excess of 75

excluded.

cents per hxmdredweight."
The amendment became effective

permitted incomputing the cost towhich

April 18.

Charges for rent, for payments on

account, and other such charges are not
the 3-cent margin may be added.

★
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RATIONING...
OPA sends forms for sugar registration,
April 28-29, of wholesalers, retailers,

any one month.

institutional and industrial users

tomed to obtain deliveries.

Two forms which will be filled out and
filed by nearly 1,000.000 Institutional and
Industrial users of sugar, and one form
by more than 1,000,000 retailers and

wholesalers, when registering on April
28-29 under the Nation-wide sugar ra
tioning program, have been released by
the OfBce of Price Administration.

Asked to fill out blanks io advaace

equal opportunity to serve its customers
under the rationing plan. This adjust
ment is accomplished by computing from
information called for by the form an
"allowable inventory" which is Intended

formation about past usage of sugar,
stocks on hand and other information.
The other form, OPA R-314. is for mak
ing application for sugar purchase cer
tificates authorizing the acceptance of
delivery of sugar. Registrants will be
able to obtain sugar as soon as certi

ficates are issued, OPA pointed out, and
there will be no interruption in ship
ments.

Registrars and trade rationing ad
visers will be available at the high schools
on the registration dates to assist those
who need help in filling out their blanks.
However, instructions about their use are
attached to the blanks which should be

filled out in advance whenever possible,
OPA officials emphasize. Registrants
will then only need to appear at the

local registration sites on one of the
registration days for the purpose of sign
ing and filing their registration blanks,
Each registration must be signed in the
presence of the registrar.

Why registration isoecessary
The registration of retailers and
wholesalers is necessary in order to make

possible the adjustment of sugar stocks
60 that each establishment will have an

name of the owner and his address. He
then fills out either the information re
quired for retailers or that required for
wholesalers.

In both cases the amount of sugar to
which the "registering unit" will be en

Registration of institutional and indus
trial users of sugar is necessary in order
to obtain the information necessary for

titled through a certificate will depend
on the volume of his business during a
specific period in the past, and his pres
ent sugar inventory.

FIRST SUGAR RATIONS:

In the case ot retaU registering units, tbis

volume wUl be determined on the basis of

1 POUND FOR 2 WEEKS

either his gross sales of "all meats, groceries

According to the OPA official in

of sugar delivered to and accepted by him
during last November, In the gross sales

fruits, and vegetables, etc.", for the week end-

Ing April 25, 1942, or of the weekly average

in each locality.

is designed for the registration of such
users of sugar and for recording all in

On the registration form the applicant
enters his "registering unit," its location,

to approximate a reasonable working

tion. which will take place in high schools

sugar will fill out two forms. One form,
officially designated as OPA Form R-310,

quantities as they are normally accus

stock for the business.

be available through the local rationing
boards several days before the registra
The registration form to be used by

This is to enable the
registrants to purchase sugar in such

Determination of quantity allowed

Distribution of the forms began at
once, and it is expected that copies will

wholesalers and retailers is ofBcially desiignated as OPA Form No. R-305.
Industrial and institutional users of

tificate, but not in more than four, for

structions in War Ration Book One,
each of the fiist four stamps will be
good for one pound of sugar. Each
of these four stamps covers two

weeks' ration for one person.
determining the amount of sugar which
each registrant is entitled to receive un

method of computation the unit will be al
lowed I pound of sugar for each dollar of
bis gross sales, but this amount will be used
only If It Is less than his weekly average of
sugar deliveries In November. Whichever fig
ure is smaller will be noted as the unit's

"allowable inventory." From this amount
is to be deducted the number of pounds of
sugar the owner has on hand for sale, and a
certificate for sugar purchase wUl be Issued
for the difference.

Registrants are expected to state the
quantity of sugar delivered to and ac

der the rationing regulation.
PROCEDURE FOR RETAILERS AND

cepted by them during the month of No

WHOLESALERS

vember 1941, OPA officials point out, and

If the "allowable inventory" exceeds
the inventory on hand at the time of

only when such information is unobtain
able will permission be given to use the

registration, sugar purchase certificates

alternative computation.

will be issued authorizing the registrant
to accept delivery of sugar to make up

"Allowableinventories" for wholesalers

the difference. On the other hand, if
the "allowable inventory" is smaller than

the inventory already on hand, the regis
trant

will

be

required

to

surrender

stamps or certificates obtained through
the sale of sugar to the amount of the
difference before additional deliveries
may be accepted,

Basis for replenishing stocks
After the rationing program is in oper
ation, both retailers and wholesalers will
replenish their stocks on the basis of ra
tioning stamps and certificates received
from their customers. Prom the time
rationing begins, no further sales of
sugar will be permitted except on the
basis of these stamps and certificates.
All applicants for sugar, whether
wholesalers or retailers, may obtain their
permitted quota in more than one cer

Wholesalers use the same form as re
tail dealers of sugar, but they fill out a

different set of items in computing their
"allowable Inventories."

In the case of wholesalers, after stating

the number of months In 1941 during which
the realstering unit made deliveries of sugar,
they are required to state the customary unit
by which they normally took deliveries on or
about December I. 1911. If a wholesaler, for
example, customarily bought three carloads
of sugar at a time, the amount to be entered

Is the weight of one carload, not the total
quantity.

The purpose of tliis provision is to en

able wholesalers to continue to operate
in the manner in which they have been
accustomed, since some prefer to take

shipment in large quantities while others,
operating on a quick turn-over basis, nor
mally take shipment in smaller
quantities.

The registrant must next state the quan

tity of sugar delivered to and accepted by

★
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the registering unit diiring 1941, and this

quantity is to be divided by twice the num

ber of months during which the registering
unit made deliveries in 1941. For example,

If a total of 400,000 pounds of sugar was de
livered to the registering unit In 1940-41 and
it operated for 10 montlis, the amoimt to be
entered will be 20,000 pounds.

The allowable

Inventory will then be obtained by adding

VICTORY

★

2V2 million pamphlets on registration for
sugar rationing en route to county clerks
Half a million copies of a pamphlet

In the country and by other volunteers

the customary shipping unit of the registrant

giving detailed ofBcial Information and

under the supervision of "school site ad

to the quantity obtained in the previous

Instructions for all those who will be

ministrators."

engaged in conducting the trade registra

The first-mentioned 30-page book of
instructions, officially called "The Flan

computation.

Shoaid apply only for actual needs

tion in connection with sugar rationing

The amount of sugar for which a cer
tificate may be issued to wholesalers will
be determined by subtracting the num
ber of pounds of sugar now owned by the
registering unit for sale from his allow

and two million copies of a pamphlet on
registration for individual rationing have

able Inventory.

Registrants do not need to apply for
certificates to purchase the whole
amount of si^ar to which they are en
titled, it is pointed out.

been printed and are now being dis
tributed throughout the country,

county clerks.

The custodian, who will

usually be the local county clerk, will

make available copies of the booklet and

the

all other documents in connection with

Office of Price Administration announced
April 16.

trade registration to the local rationing
boards for distribution to the registra

Trade

registration,

which

includes

wholesalers and retailers of sugar, as well

as all industrial and institutional users,

will take place in high schools on April
28 and 29.

Consumer registration will

take place in elementary schools on May
4, 5, 6 and 7, and will be carried out by
the 1-,250,000 elementary school teachers

PROCEDURE FOR INDUSTRIAL
AND INSTITUTIONAL USERS

for Trade Registration," is being sect to

tion sites.

The second book of instructions, offi

cially called "Tlie Plan for Distributing
War Ration Bock One," 56 pages, is being
sent to the county courts, from where it
will be distributed to the public elemen
tary schools and placed in the hands of
registrars.

Certificates authorizing users of sugar

to accept delivery of the product will be

actual volume of each product produced

will be announced before the registration

Issued

to show that their use was in accordance

dates.

to

industrial

and institutional

users on the basis of the information
furnished in the registration and appli
cation forms. It is pointed out that all

with the authorization.

applicants may obtain their permitted
quota in more than one certificate up to

ingredient in a manufactured product
may obtain an allotment computed on
the basis of the quantity used during the
corresponding period of last year, and
a percentage quota to be announced later
by the Office of Price Administration.

a reasonable number.

This

flexibility,

CPA

officials

ex

plained, has been made to enable regis
trants to purchase sugar in such quanti
ties as they were normally accustomed to

Those registrants who use sugai- either
for meals or for food services, or as an

The amount of sugar to which institu

AHotments for several purposes
Allotments will be made for the follov;ing purposes:
Meals or food services; (b) bread; (c) other

will be determined in two different ways.

bakery products; (d) cereal products, batters,

First, Some users will obtain sugar in
proportion to their estimated production.
Others will recei\'e allotments based on

and mixes; (e) confectionery, candy, choco

the amount used last year.

Some may obtain"provisional allowance"
Registrants requiring sugar for can

ning fruits, vegetables, or juices, for
freezing fruits, for curing or canning
meats, fish, or poultry, and for feeding
bees, are required to limit the amount
of sugar used per case or other unit of
their production, but are not restricted
as to the volume they can produce. In
dustrial users in this category may ob

tain a "provisional allowance" of sugar
equal to the amount they will require
in carrying on their business in con
formity with the schedule of the regula
tions which specifies the amount of sugar
that may be used for each unit of prod
uct. Registrants who receive such allow
ances are required to report later the

"Registering unit" flexible
When registering on April 28 and 29,
the owner or authorized agent must state

obtain deliveries.

tional and industrial users are entitled

In the case of sugar for meals or food

services, registrants have the option of
entering under each month of 1941 either
the quantity used in March 1942 or fig
ures of the amount of sugar actually
used during each month of last year.

late. chewing gum and cocoa; .(f) ice cream,
ices, sherbets, and frozen custards; (g) other

dairy products, condensed milk, cheese, etc.;
(h) preserves, jam. Jellies, and fruit butter;
(J)

production of bottled beverages, flavor

ing extracts, and syrups; (k) specialties, such
as desserts, puddings, drink mixes, pickles,
table syrups, mincemeat, catsup, chill sauce,
£slad dressing, soups, and tomato sauces;

(1) nonfood products, such as drugs and
medicines, soaps, tobacco, insecticides, and
leather; and (m) all other industrial uses of
sugar not previously specified.

Sugar for these purposes will be allotted
under the rationing scheme on the basis

of information with regard to the amount
of sugar used in 1641 that will be fur
nished In the registration fonn. The
quantity used during the corresponding

period last year will be multiplied by the
percentage allotment established by the
OPA, which will determine the amount
of sugar to which the applicant will be
entitled.

The exact percentage that will be al

lowed to various types of industrial users

on the registration form his "registering

unit," its location, and the name and ad
dress of the owner, the type of business
in which the unit is engaged, and the date
of commencement of operations (if sub

sequent to January 1, 1941), the number
of pounds of sugar now in the possession
of the "registering unit," and the amount
of sugar used during each month In 1341,
as well as the purposes for which the
sugar was used.
If a person owns but one industi'ial or
instjti?tional establishment which uses

sugar in its operations, that establish
ment is the "registering unit." If a per
son owns two or more such establish
ments the "registering unit" is the
establishment or group of establishments
selected by the owner to be treated as a

single unit for the purposes of the Sugar
Rationing Regulations.

Flexibility in the definition of "reg
istering unit" was provided, OPA officials
explained, in order that an owner might
continue to operate his business under
rationing with the same organizational
setup he had been operating under
previously.

★
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Clothes won't change much, but for your
information, this is how you'll look

April 21, 1942
good leathers. Gloves employing less
leather, more fabric weaves, knitted
rayon and cotton mixtures, wll' keep his
hands warm In winter.

In general, these changes are comiog

The average civilian in wartime will
bear no resemblance whatever to the piti
ably clothed figure pictured in some
recent cartoons, according to the Con

shorts, handkerchiefs and other items of
men's wear, commonly made of cotton,
rayon, and their mixtures. Existing price

because of the need for materials and
looms to weave fabrics for the armed
forces. Wool and leather stocks are cur

sumer Division of the OfBce of Price
Administration.
He
will
encounter

ceilings on finished piece goods employ
ing these fabrics will aid in regulating

ments from Australia and South Amer

The same trends apply to pajamas,

tailed further by the sharp drop In ship

changes in style and fabric, and reduc

retail prices on men's clothing. Consum

tions in the range of seJection to which
he has been accustomed, but on the whole

ers are advised to shop around for the

best buys in the makes they have found

ica. Pur for felts formerly came from
countries in the war area; straw from
the Far East. Two examples demon

there will be no noticeable difference in

satisfactory in the past.

strate bow rapidly the war is using up

the appearance of his clothes. He will
continue to dress warmly and well.

This Is how the average man will look
when manufacturers begin to turn out

wartime styles in quantity, probably by
next fall. Some stores already are car
rying men's wear embodying certain of

SOCKS

The average man's socks may be of
cotton or rayon, instead of wool or silk,
and he will select them from a narrower
range of colors and patterns.

supplies: A civilian uses about 9 pounds
of raw wool a year; a soldier needs 162
pounds. A civilian's shoes last a year
and longer with proper repair; a soldier
on combat duty can go through a pair
in 10 days.

HATS

these changes:

*

His hat may be the fur felt he has worn
SUITS AND OVERCOATS

He will wear conservatively cut suits
and coats made of softer but serviceable

fabrics, woven from larger quantities of
reused or reprocessed wool, cotton, and
rayon mixtures.

His worsteds will be

made of a crossweave of rayon or cotton,
and mixed fibers also will be used In his
gabardines and covert cloths. His over
coat will be as warm as It ever was and
probably fashioned out of reused or re
processed wool, mohair or other fleecy
fabrics, in contrast to the hard, smooth

probably will be more common. During
the summer he may sport one of the upand-coming straw substitutes, vlsca. cel
Chances are he'll
want a panama from Ecuador, still avail,able In the higher price brackets. He'll
certainly want to have his old straw ren
lophane. or celtafal.

ovated for continued use.

His suits, minus trouser cuffs, pleats,
tucks, gussets, and all the other fancy

peacetime. Because the upper part of
his footgear will outlast the soles by a

details, won't seem very different to him
from those he wore before the war. Nor
will shorter and slimmer overcoats affect
his appearance to any marked extent.
He will have cotton gabardines, seer
suckers and other warm weather mate
rials in satisfactory quantities and will
find their use a saving on his heavier

longer period, he will walk to his ofBce
or factory more frequently in shoes ren
ovated to look just like new.

His dyed shirts will tend to be lighter
in color, but shirts wUl be among the last
to feel the chlorine shortage. Sheets,
pillowcases and underwear of unbleached
cotton will appear long before white
shirts take on a yellowish tinge. He will
have fev/er patterns from which to
choose, but enough to satisfy anyone but
a professional Beau Brummel.

He will

find pleated, fancy shirts a rarity, but the
popular styles will remain on the market.
Only the most expensive varieties of shirt
fabrics are likely to go out of stock.

Those that remain will be serviceable,
but qualities equivalent to those of peace
time are already higher priced.

41,000 new autos released

by rationing boards;
liberalizing change prepared
Approximately 41,000 new passenger
automobiles had been released by local
by the end of March, figures compiled

His shoes will be conservative In style
and will not show off the thick soles, ex
pensive leathers and color varieties of

SHIRTS

★

rationing boards throughout the country

SHOES

fabrics.

garments.

★

before, but fur and wool felt mixtures

Wing tips, one-piece uppers, woven
leather uppers and heavy brogues re
quiring double soles will probably not

by OPA indicate.

Of the total, 23,952 consisted of cars
purchased, but not delivered, before 6
p. m., January 1, 1942.

In the 33 States for which flgiu^es are
available, the rationing boards acted fa
vorably on 72 percent of the applications
received.

Commenting on the first month of

automobile rationing Rolf Nugent, chief
of the OPA automobile rationing section,

be made. Curtailments will be felt in
general among those shoe patterns that
cause a waste of leather in cutting from

said:

the hide.

tomobiles under the Rationing Order has

With the Government needing a large
percentage of top-grade sole leathers,
the long-range result will be lighter,
plainer shoes. Colors may be limited to
black, Yankee brown, natural brown, tan

frequently been blamed upon local ra
tioning boards. This is highly unfair.
These boards, the members of which

and light tan.
very

much

Everyday shoes will look

like

current

conservative

styles, but heavy sports shoes will be
rare and those using rubber nr crepe soles

nonexistent. As the law stant. i now, only
rubber
heels, and the supply for this purpose
reclaimed rubber may be used i t

has been cut in half.

'"nie slow movement of passenger au

serve without pay as a contribution to

the war effort, have done a remarkable
job In the face of great handicaps and
they are entitled to the thanks of every
one. It was their duty to adhere strictly
to the provisions of the rationing order
and If these provisions are too strict, it
Is the responsibOity of Washington and
not of the local rationing boards to liber
alize them. Now that it is clear that the
movement of passenger automobiles is

GLOVES

slower than had been intended, an

The average man's gloves also will
show the effects of Army demand for

amendment designed to liberalize the
order is being prepared."

★
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Two convicted on criminal
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★

Tj^ewriter rationing delayed to

charge arising from

more persons

rationing program
Postponement of the date for rationing
The first criminal indictments arising

out of the tire rationing program have
resulted in a plea of guilty on the part
of the LaSalle Motor Sales Corporation

of Boonville, Ind., the Office of Price Ad
ministration announced April 13.

Convicted on all eight counts of the
Indictment were Charles L. Hart, presi

dent, and Russell W. Baker, secretary and
treasurer.

The defendants, appearing in the
United States District Court of Judge
Robert C. Baltzell, of Evansville, Ind.,
admitted falsifying a report submitted to
the Government concerning the number
of tires and tubes on band on December
12, 1941, the date following the tire
"freeze" order which was issued 4 days
after the bombing of Pearl Harbor.
Hart and Baker also admitted storing

a substantial stock of new tires and tubes
belonging to the LaSalle Motor Sales
Corporation in Hart's residence in Boon
ville, as well as falsifying an invoice and
a promissory note for $1,400 covering a

large number of tli-es removed to the
Boonville Mills on January 15. Both note

and invoice, It was admitted, were falsely

dated, as was a floor stocks tax return
filed with the Bureau of Internal Rev
enue on October 1 of last year.
*

*

*

Rubber tires banned on auxiUary
trailers for fire apparatus
Because of the critical shortage of rub
ber, the WPB April 14 prohibited the use
of rubber tires on ausiliary trailers for

fire apparatus manufactured or delivered
after that day.

The order (Amendment 1 to General
limitation Order L-43) also corrects

typographical errors In Appendix A of
the order.

The fire equipment section said that
steel-rimmed wheels will be satisfactory
for use on the auxiliary trailer units dur
ing the emergency.

It was also announced that Preference

Rating Orders P-45 and P-108 covering
material entering into production of
motorized fire apparatus and fire protec

tive equipment have been extended until
June 30.

The orders would have expired on
April 18.

11

typewriters from April 13 to April 20 was
announced April 12 by the OPA in an
amendment to the rationing order that
also broadens the eligibility base for pur
chase of new and used machines.

Pendiag distributioQof forms
The amendment (No. 1 to Revised Ra

tioning Order No. 4) also provides a procediore for release of specially built type
writers from manufacturers, and shifted
the deadline for filing manufacturers',
wholesalers', and dealers' inventory re

The section of the Revised Ratic:J:ng
Order on the restriction of sales and de

liveries of typewriters was clarified by the
stipulation that no manufacturer, whole
saler, or dealer shall transfer to his use
any typewriter from his stock carried
for resale, or rental, except in accord
ance with provisions of the order.
Manufacturers, wholesalers, and dealers
in typewriters are eligible to receive new

typewriters without application "for the
purpose of permissible resale or other

permissible transfers," as was provided
in the original order.

ports from April 6 to April 13.
The date announced in the Revised

Rationing Order for releasing typewrit
ers for sale or purchase under rationing
was postponed in order to relieve con
fusion in congested areas, which had not
received supplies of application forms
and certificates for rationing.
The amendment announced April 12

enlarges the groups of persons eligible to
receive new, or used, nonportable tjTsewriters upon presentation of a rationing
certificate to include manufacturers of

parts and materials essential to the mak
ing of specified war products, providing
such parts and materials are actually
used for the manufacture of the specified

war products and constitute 70 percent
or more of the manufacturer's produc
tion. It Is also required that these parts
and materials be made or processed

under a priority rating of A-l-d. or
higher, from the War Production Board.

Other provisions
Under the amendment, portables may

be sold to, or purchased by, any plant,

project or facility operating under a War
Production Board priority rating of A-3

or higher: or under a priority rating of
A-3 or higher for 60 percent of its com
bined billings and accepted, but unbilled,
orders during the 3-month period pre

ceding the month in which the applica
tion is filed; or under a priority rating
of A-3 or higher granted for 60 percent
or more of Its production requirements

upon the last previous rating by the

★

★

★

Private plants controlled by
Government can get new

typewriters only by rationing
WPB on April 13 issued an interpreta
tion of its typewriter industry conversion
order to clear up the status of privately
operated plants or shipyards conta-olled
by the Army, Navy or other Government

agencies engaged In financing output of
war supplies.

Under this interpretation (No. 2) of
Conversion Order L-54-a, WPB will not
make new standard or portable type
writers available to private plants or

shipyards financed by or controUed by
Government agencies involved in procur
ing war material.

Privately operated plants or shipyards
covered by the interpretation can obtain
new typewriters only through the ration
ing system set up by the OPA.
The interpretation applies to plants or
shipyards piivately operated on a costplus-fixed-fee basis, as well as to those
privately operated and financed or con
trolled by the Army or Navy, the Defense
Plant Corporation, the Maritime Com

mission,

or

any

other

Government

agency engaged In financing or sponsor
ing production of war supplies.
★

★

★

Box meeting postponed again

WPB under its Production Requirements
Plan.

Any special typewriter ordered from a
manufacturer prior to March 6, 1942,
when all typewriter stocks were "frozen,"
may be delivered subject to certain pro
visions as soon as such typewriters are
allocated by the War Production Board
to the OIBce of Price Administration.

The joint industry meeting of folding
carton and set-up box manufacturers
with OPA officials, which was recently
rescheduled for April 24 in New York,
has been Indefinitely postponed, Admin
istrator Henderson announced April 15-

It is expected that the meeting will be
held early in May.

12
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INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS ...
stops manufacture of oil burners
cind coal stokers for residential use
WPB on April 15 ordered an end to the
manufacture of oil burners

and

coal

stokers for residential use after May 31,
and limited the production of commer
cial and industrial types to orders bear
ing a preference rating of A-10 or better.

These actions, supplementing a recent
cut in furnace production, were embodied
In Limitation Orders L-74 (oil burners)

WPB cuts iron and steel
for warm-air furnaces
amounts of iron and steel which may be

burners or stokers must not exceed Vn
of the production of these types during

air furnaces.

1941.

3. After May 31, 1942, no person shall

produce, fabricate, or assemble any Class
B oil burner or coal stoker.

and L-75 (coal stokers), both effective on

The manufacture of replacement
parts for all types of burners and stokers
is specifically permitted by the two orders.

April 15, 1942.

Rapid coDversion expected

92,000 tons of iron and steel saved

OfBcials revealed that manufacturers
have inventories of approximately 35,000
coal stokers and about 60,000 oil burners.
It is expected that an additional 30,000
stokers will be fabricated before May 31.
while about 60,000 additional oil burners

The orders are expected to save large
amounts of ferrous material and consid
erable quantities of other critical mate

rials which would have been required for
the manufacture of the necessary auto
matic controls and fractional horsepower
motors.

According to ofBcials of the

plumbing

and

heating

branch,

the

stoker order will result in the saving of
about 80,000 tons of iron and steel, and
142.000 sets of the controls and small
horsepower motors.
Similarly, the oil burner order will en

able producers of war goods to use 12,000
tons of iron and steel, and material for
211,000 sets of controls and motors which
would otherwise have been wasted in
nonessential articles.

The

stokers

orders

segregate

according

to

burners

capacity.

and

Tlie

are now in the process of fabrication.

Production of coal stokers in

1941

amounted to approximately 200,000 units,
compared with

150,000

units in 1940.

Oil burner production totaled 320,000
units in 1941, against 265,000 units dur
ing the previous year.

Conversion of the oil burner industry
to production of essential war goods has
already made considerable progress and
the order announced April 15 is expected
to expedite conversion programs for the
entire industry. A rapid conversion of
the coal stoker industry is also expected
to result from the curtailment order.
it

monly used for industrial purposes, while
the smaller ones normally are residential

it

Order li-74 defines

a

"Class A

oil

The order (L-22) was effective on April
11. and covers all warm-air furnaces de

signed to heat the interior of a building,
except those commonly known as space
heaters or floor furnaces.

The terms of the order limit larger
manufacturers to the use during 1942 of
50 percent of the iron and steel con
sumed in 1940. Smaller manufacturers,
or those who made or assembled fewer

than 8,000 furnaces in 1940, are required
to reduce iron and steel consumption 10
percent.

It is estimated by the WPB plumbing
and heating branch that the regulations

will result in the saving of approximately
100,000 tons of iron and steel, and reduce
the consumption of the industry to about
200,000 tons. This is the amount of iron
and steel calculated to be needed for the

manufacture of furnaces for military,
wartime housing, and essential civilian
replacement purposes.

Expected to produce war goods
OfBcials

said

that

the

restrictions

would mean a 50-percent cut In the
production of furnaces available for ci

vilian replacements. If furpace users
take proper care of existing equipment,
it was added, there will be an ample sup

The curtailment is expected- to speed

WPB denies great demand

burner" as any which has a capacity for
burning oil at a rate in excess of 15 gal

consumed in the manufacture of warm-

ply of new furnaces for the minim»m
civilian requirements.

larger ones in each case are those com

types.

WPB has ordered a reduction in the

2. For the period April 1 to May 31.
fabrication or assembly of Class B oil

for small wood boat facilities

the conversion of the larger manufac
turers to the production of urgently
needed war goods. Difficult problems,
however, are expected to arise in the

A "Class B oil burner"

Requirements for small wooden boats

Is any with a lesser maximum capacity.

whose facilities are not readily adaptable

Order L-75 defines a "Class A coal

are insiifBcient to use all the shipyards
capable of producing them, the contract

stoker" as any which has a capacity for

distribution branch of the WPB said

were originally designed.

feeding coal at a rate in excess of 60
pounds per hour.
A "Class B coal
stoker" is any with a lesser maximum

AprU 13.

lons per hour.

capacity.

Limitations outlined
The terms of both orders establish

The Maritime Commission buys steel
life boats for new merchant vessels, it
was pointed out, and wooden boat re
quirements of the Navy and the United
Nations are not large enough to engage
existing facilities at anything like

these limitations:

capacity.

1. Beginning April 15. no person shall
produce, fabricate, or assemble any Class

roneous reports that facilities to make

A oil burner or coal stoker except to fill
an order with an A-10 or higher rating.

demaad.

The statement was occasioned by er
small

wooden

boats

were

In

great

conversion

of

smaller

manufacturers

to uses other than those for which they
★

*

★

Rough diamond report date
postponed to April 30
Because of delay in printing necessary
forms, the filing date for reports on rough
diamonds required by Order M-109 has
been postponed from April IS to April

30, the Director of Industry Operations
announced April 14.

★
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Change back to coal heat,

Construction industry, converted to war,

householders in East and
Northwest are warned

faces largest program in Nation's history

Home owners in Atlantic Coast States,
and in Washington and Oregon were

Converted almost entirely to military
and other essential construction, the con
struction industry faces this year the

to coal heating by Dan A. West, director

largest building program in the Nation's
history, the War Production Board an

of the Consumer Division, CPA.

nounced April 16.

"Because of oil transportation diffi
culties, householders in these areas who
have coal furnaces and boilers which
have been converted to oil should change
to coal at once by reinstalling the
grates," Mr. West said.

Latest estimate of the volume of mili
tary and civilian construction such as
airfields, war plants, camps, shipyards,
and war housing scheduled for this year
is $13,750.000,000—more than a 20 per
cent increase over the figure for total
construction in 1941 when an all-time

warned April 15 to change back from oil

Transfer of some tankers to war serv

ice and loss of some others through
enemy action caxised the War Production
Board to issue a curtailment order
through the Office of Petroleum Co
ordinator on March 14 limiting con

sumption of fuel oil used for industrial
and commercial purposes and for house
heating and water heating.
Mr. West issued these suggestions:
1 Home owners in these States who hBve
coal boilers and furnaces which have been
converted to oil, and lor which grates are
on hand or avaUahle Irom manulacturere.

the fall of last year, was virtually brought
to a halt April 9 when Conservation
Order L-41 became effective. This order

places all civilian construction, whether
publicly or privately financed, under
rigid control. Except in certain limited
mitted unless authorized by WPB.
It is estimated that construction of

oU-flred "space heaters" and parlor stoves,
should consider switchmg to stoves which
will he fired by wood. coal, or coke.
3 Where possible, water heating equip
ment fired by wood, coal, or coke should be

the type controlled by L-41 amounted to
approximately $4,000,000,000 during 1941.
When the order became effective, the
volume of this type of construction al
ready had been cut in half and was esti

fired by kerosene or fuel oil.
4. Home owners who continue to use fuel
oil or kerosene for bouse heating and water

heating. In the affected States, should make
especially intensive efforts to avoid wasting
Indications are that as the war continues

there may be need for additional steps to
ctirtall the consumption of petroleum prod
ucts in the Pacific Northwestern and the
Atlantic Coast States.
*

*

*

WPB prohibits blowout shoes,
restricts making of reliners
WPB on April 11 amended Rubber
Order M-15-b to prohibit the manufac
ture of blowout shces, regarded as an
uneconomical form of tire repair, and to
restrict the manufacture of reliners,
many of which are being used to repair
tires on nonessential vehicles.

It was also announced that the
amounts of reclaimed rubber which may
be consumed in the manufacture of re
liners will be authoiized directly by the
Director of Industry Operations after
April 30.

for this year will be approximately $14,750,000.000 divided roughly into $13,800,000,000 essential and $900,000,000 nonessential.
★

*

*

to single weight June 1

Nonessential civilian construction,
which had been declining sharply since

2. Householders In these States who up

used in place of water heating equipment

nearly $4,000,000,000 as nonessential. It
is estimated that the total construction

Cast iron soil pipe limited

Bon now.

to now have planned to tise any type of oil
beating equipment next winter. Including

to nearly $11,500,000,000, of which
nearly $7,500,000,000 was classed as es
sential—military
and civilian — and

NoDessential builcUDg baited

categories, no construction will be per

,

pated volume.
Total construction last year amounted

record was set.

Bhould infitall grates now. In addition, they

ihould order their coal for next heating sea-

tional employees to handle the antici

Amendment of Schedule IV to Limita
tion Order L-42 to limit manufacture of
cast iron soil pipe to a single weight was

announced April 13 by the Director of
Industry Operations.

The specifications ordered by the WPB
are for a pipe slightly heavier than soil

pipe known commercially as "standard,"
but lighter than pipe now classed as
"medium." Effective June 1. only the
new weight pipes may be produced.
This will also replace the current soil

pipe simplification program, in effect
since April 1.

The schedule, in limiting nonessential
production of cast iron soil pipe, is ex

mated to be going at a rate of only

pected to save about 80.000 tons of pig

$2,000,000,000 a year.

and cast scrap iron this year.

Further reductions, imder the order,
are expected to keep the total of nonessential construction for the entire year
to less than one-fourth of the 1941
amount.

250,000 laboreri freed for war work
By shutting down nonessential build
ing, approximately 250,000 laborers now

engaged on projects of this type will be
freed to work on essential programs.

Total employment on all types of con
struction, including maintenance and re

The new restrictions permit the pro

duction of fittings at weights heretofore
known commercially as "standard" or
"medium," but the use of brass for plugs
and other parts of the fittings is pro
hibited.

★

★

★

WPB requires export boxes
for Services' canned foods

the 2,500,000 already at workon essential

WPB on April 14 amended Supple
mentary Order M-86-a which requires
canners to set aside certain percentages
of their 1042 pack of canned foods for the
armed forces. The amendment (No. 1)
requires canners to provide themselves
•with the materials necessary to pack
such canned goods adequately in export
boxes. Such boxesmay be nailed wooden
boxes, weatherproof solid fiber boxes, or

construction programs and the 250.000 to
be freed from nonessential projects, there
is need for approximately 250,000 addi

Attached to the amendment are de
tailed specifications for the boxes.

pair. was estimated to be approximately
2,500,000 in February—the last monthly
figure available.
In order to complete the huge program

of military and essential construction,
the volume must reach about $1,250,000,000 a month. This wUl need a labor
force of approximately 3,000,000. With

wirebound wood boxes.

u

★
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Plumbing and heating stocks frozen except
for $5 sales or ratings of A-10
In order to prevent the dissipation of

existing plumbing and heating equipment
stocks for nonwar building, moderniza
tion. or unnecessary replacements. WPB
on April 16 froze all such stocks, except
for retail sales of $5 or less, or for any
sale on an A-10 or better preference
rating.

The order (Lf-79) covers all new plumb

ing and heating cQUipment. including

studies now being made show that some
types of equipment cannot be directly
used in the war effort.

AJl persons affected by the order are
required to keep accurate records on in

ventories and sales for at least two years.

Sellers are also required to keep the
signed statements received in connec
tion with sales to purchasers in the farm
machinery and equipment field.

any equipment, fixture, fitting, pipe, or

★

accessory of a type used in or connected

to a water, sewer, or gas system; or any
primary heating unit or accessory de
signed to provide building warmth.

Doesn't cover used items

★

★

Electric pad inventories to be

used if otherwise worthless,
but all output stops June 30

The order does not cover used plumb"
ing and heating equipment, or tools used

for installation and repair, or hoses,

tric heating pad order (L-84) to permit
manufacturers to

attached to outdoor faucets.

which cannot be used for other pur
poses. but to stop production entirely on

In effect, the order prevents the sale

and a wide range of other plumbing and
heating equipment if the item is to be
used for nonessential purposes.
Tile general restrictions of the freeze
order prohibit the sale or delivery of new

plumbing and heating equipment to any
person, except that:

1. Retailers may sell or deliver

items being sold for no more than $5.
2. Sale and delivery on orders
bearing an A-10 or better preference
rating is permitted.

3. Retailers may sell or deliver to

other retailers, and to distributors,
Jobbers, wholesalers, or manufactur
ers of plumbing and heating equip
ment.

4. Distributors, jobbers and whole

salers may sell and deliver to any
jobber, or to other wholesalers, dis
tributors. or manufacturers.

use

up

inventories

June 30. 1942.

The original order restricted 1942 pro
duction of home-type electric heating

date of issuance of the order may be
delivered to its immediate destina
tion.

6. Any person may sell to a pur
chaser who certifies that the item is
necessary for the installation of spe
cifically listed farm machinery and
equipment.

Plumbing and heating branch officials
said that certain classes of items will be
released from the terms of the order if

when quotas are complete
The WPB April 12 ordered all produc
tion of medium and heavy trucks for

civilian use discontinued after existing
quotas have been completed.
Thus, another large segment of the
automotive Industry must convert its fa

cilities to the output of war weapons.
Production of passenger cars and light
trucks was halted February 1.
The stop-production order. Supple
mentary General Limitation Order

L-l-e, applies also to ofT-the-highway
vehicles for civilian use.

Chief reason for the production ban
Is the shortage of rubber. No tires are
available.

pads to 50 percent of the number manu

Trucks produced between now and the

time permitted for cleaning up present
quotas will automatically be frozen under

General Conservation Order M-IOO.
which put into effect the truck rationing
plan now being administered through
the joint facilities of WPB and the Office
of Defense Transportation.

Under Supplementary Limitation Or
der L-l-f, producers of medium trucks
(weighing from 9,000 to 16,000 pounds)
• will have until April 30 to complete pro
If can't be used otherwise
duction quotas fixed for February.
Producers of heavy trucks (weighing
The amendment No. 1 allows a manu
facturer to use up inventory even though 16,000 pounds or more) will have until
resultant production exceeds his original May 31 to clean up amended March
factured in 1940 and restricted produc

tion of hospital-type pads to 100 percent
of the number produced in 1940.

quota. It permits a manufacturer to
use up in the production of electric heat

quotas.

ing pads any materials, including critical
materials, which on April 4. 1942, were
in his inventory and which had been cut,

casings or tubes.

processed or fabricated to such an extent

These

trucks

cannot

be

equipped by the manufacturer with tires,
When production ceases, it is esti
mated that 97,070 medium and heavy
trucks will have been produced for civil
ian use since January 1, as compared
with an output of 88,085 medium and
heavy trucks during the first 3 months

that they could not practically be used
for any purpose other than heating pads.
However, all production of heating
pads must stop on June 30, 1942, regard

of 1941.

less of whether a manufacturer has used
up his inventory by that time.

24,000 pounds or more produced under

Off-the-hlghway

vehicles weighing

March quotas may be equipped with

5. Any new plumbing and heating
equipment actually in transit on the

Production of medium, heavy
trucks for civilians to stop

Trucks automatically frozen
The WPB April 16 amended the elec

sprinklers, and similar devices commonly

or delivery by a dealer or any other per
son of furnaces, oil burners, coal stokers,

April 21, 1942

★

★

★

tires and tubes only if they are specially

Uniforms, fire hose

designed to transport materials or equip
ment on mining, construction, logging,

excluded from A-10 rating

or petroleum development projects.
An A-3 preference rating for materials

Neither uniforms nor fire hose may be

going into the production of medium,
heavy and off-the-hlghway trucks will

ordered with a preference rating assigned
under the terms of the Repair, Mainte
nance. and Operating Supplies Order,
P-100, it was explained April 16 in an
official interpretation issued by the Di

continue to be made available under
Limited Preference Rating Order P-54.
The stop-production order does not
apply to output of truck trailers, bodies
or passenger carrier buses of certain

rector of Industry Operations.

types.

★
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Novelty firm penalized

STEEL PRODUCERS GET A-l-C

for diversion of metals

ON 30 PERCENT OF SUPPLIES

from war

steel producers were granted on April

Suspension order punishes
zipper company for failing
to report supply in plea

13 a higher preference rating for mate

The Mills Novelty Co., Chicago, III.,
producers of "Pancrams" and other coinoperated amusement machines, is the
first manufacturer to be penalized for

wartime violation of priority
WPB announced ApriJ 14.

orders,

Suspension Order S-37 holds that in
the period beginning December 22, 15
days after the attack upon Pearl Harbor,
and ending February 7, the Mills Co.
illegally diverted substantial amounts of
aluminum, copper, steel, and other scarce
materials from the war program.

rials for maintenance and repair and

may extend the higher rating to their
suppliers, It was announced by Industry
Operations Director Knowlson.
Amendment No. 3 to Preference Rat

ing Order P-68 grants a rating of A-l-c
to 30 percent of the dollar value of repair
and maintenance materials and operat
ing supplies ordered in any one quarter.

An A-3 rating continues applicable to the

ships which, it said, would develop in

downs and A-l-c ratings to make rea
sonable advance provisions against
break-downs are not changed.

A-l-a ratings in case of actual break

chines which it may produce during the
months of March and April.

Additional penalties imposed include
refusal of all priority assistance and allo
cations of any restricted material until
the expiration of the order on July 10.

★

★

★

★

tions.

Under the order as originally issued, a

preference rating of A-8 was assigned to
deliveries of operating supplies, including
explosives. The new amendment, which
adds explosives and explosive equipment
to the types of machinery and supplies
listed in Schedule A of the order, will
allow mining enterprises to use a rating
of A-l-c to obtain them, subject to quota
restrictions.

keep operations going, the OPM assigned
preference ratings to deliveries to Talon
of 350,000 pounds of alloy. 87'/2 percent

copper and 12',^ percent zinc, which it
Two more wartime violators of prior

ity regulations governing use of critical
materials are penalized in suspension
orders announced April 15 by the WPB.
Suspension Order S-34 i» ohibits the

Walleck Brass Co.. Cleveland, Ohio, from
fabricating or dealing in aluminum for a
period of 4 months, and S-36 imposes

the same restrictions for a period of 3
months

on

the

Aluminum

Bronze

Records

In

the

case

indicate

that

the

periods from September 13 through October
13 and from Decsmber, 1941, thi'ough Febru

ary, 1942. shipped aluminum for prohibited
nonwar purposes, and accepted and processed
unauthorized deliveries of alumlum scrap,
The Aluminum Bronze Powder Co.. manu

Use of a higher preference rating to
obtain explosives and explosive equip
ment is granted to mining enterprises
operating under Preference Rating Order
P-56 by Amendment No. 5, issued April
14 by the Director of Industry Opera

able to it a sufficient supply of copper

Upon these representations, and to

Two more companies suspended
for diverting aluminum from war

Walleck Go., aluminum founders, during the

Mines given A-l-c
rating for explosives

but failed to reveal that there was avail

Rated for 350,000 pouods of alloy

★

Powder Co., Bedford. Ohio.
★

assistance, the company contended that
serious unemployment faced its workers,

to maintain its output.

of Conservation Order L-21, issued on
December 10, 1941.

curtails the number of amusement ma

Tlie company appeared before OPM last
summer with reports of the serious hard
Meadville if supplies of copper were not
immediately made available.
In filing its application for priority

aluminum in the manufacture of "Pano-

tion order, the Mills Co. was said to have
turned out 2,332 amusement and gaming
machines in excess of its allotted quotas.
The suspension order announced April
14 enjoins the Mills Co. from selling or
delivering any of the machines manufac
tured in excess of its quota, and further

material on the fact that lack of it would

throw its workers out of employment.

Producers are required to file monthly
reports on Form PD-228 with WPB

showing applications of the A-l-c rating.

In further disregard of the conserva

the latest company to be subjected to
a WPB suspension order.
Talon, Inc., was one of the first in
dustries to base its appeal for scarce

remaining 70 percent.

The specific violations for which the
company is penalized include the use of
rams," coin-operated machines which
show motion pictures accompanied by
music. This was prohibited by the terms

Talon, Inc., Meadville, Pa., world's
largest manufacturers of "zippers," is

facturer ol aluminum powder, was sold to
have made deliveries through December 1841,

totalling 20,834 pounds of Its product, on
orders bearing no preference ratings.

During

the same period, the announcement added,

it accepted unauthorized deliveries of 19,740
pounds of aluminum scrap.
These transactions by the two companies
resulted In diversion from the war program

of substantial quantities of the critically
needed light metal.

The suspension orders provide that, until

their expiration, the Walleck Brass Co, and
the Aluminum Bronze Powder Co. shaU not

accept or make any deliveries of aluminum
and that no preference rating shall be as

signed to any orders for materials placed by
them.

In additiou, the Aluminum Bronze Powder

Co. is prohibited Immediately from processing
or fabricating any aluminum in Its posses
sion, while the Walleck Brass Co., after a

10-day grace period, must likewise cease all
fabrication Involving the use of aliuninum.

said it required to keep going.
Meadville had previously been certi
fied as a distressed area on the strength

of Talon's statements, and as a result
had been awarded substantial contracts

by the Army.

Talon, Inc., later made a second ap
plication for preference ratings on an

equal amount of alloy. This application
was denied by OPM, as by that time it
had been established that the company
had had on order (but not delivered) at

the time of making its first application
3,000.000 pounds of imported copper,
which was not at that time under priority
control. This amount of control-free

copper, if delivered to its suppliers of
the alloy, would have filled Talon's total
requirements and kept its employees at
work, without depletion of the domestic
supply of the critically needed metal.
Suspension Order S-33 prohibits Talon,

Inc., until July 1, from using steel, zinc,
or zinc-base alloys in the manufactme of
slide fasteners in excess of 40 percent of
the average quarterly poundage of all
metals used for this purpose during the
year ending June 30, 1941.
No deliveries of any materials to Talon,

Inc., shall be assigned any preference
ratings, and no allocations of any ma
terial under priority control shall be
made to it during the life of the order,
which is to expire on June 30.1942.
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First 500 war plcunts to launch production
drives report progress on many fronts
The flrsi SOO war plants in the United
States to »et up voluntary labor-man

visors

agement committees and launch War

production.

Production Drives, at the invitation of
Donald M. Nelson, Chairman of the
WPB, were listed April 17.

Workmen number millions
The 500th report accepted was from
the labor-management committee of the

Douglas Aircraft Company of California,
where organization was completed sev
eral days ago.

No estimates were made of the number

of American workmen officially enlisted
in the Production Drive to meet the Presi

dent's goal of 60,000 planes, 45.000 tanks.
20,000 antiaircraft guns, and 8,000,000

and

labor

and

management

representatives, the need of increased

The program linked the drama of the

war with the need for more production,
and the need for more production with
the men In the Crosley plant. For in
stance. a father with a son on Bataan

was caDed upon to tell what the plant
would do for his comrades.

Workers in

the plant were freely mentioned by
name.

In addition to bulletin boards, infor

mation stands and posters, the Crosley
labor-management committee reported
on production charts.

The labor-management committee of

April 21, 1942
the A. O. Smith Corporation of Milwau
kee reported organizing with eight men
from labor and five men from manage
ment. The eight represented seven dif
ferent unions. This committee also
drafted a letter to former employees in
the armed forces asking them for letters,
within the limits of censorship, telling
how things made in the plants are per
forming.

The 500 plants reporting produce al
most every manner of war equipment in
use today. The names of the companies
more often serve to shield the type of

their product than to identify it.
Every mail brings more reports. The
500 include only those plants whose re
ports have been received and processed
In the Drive Headquarters, and which
then have been formally posted as offi
cially participating plants with Joint
labor-management committees.

tons of shipping this year. Since there
are more than 500.000 men in the plants
of only three of the large corporations
which have joined the drive, the total
number runs into the millions.

The Douglas Aircraft report came from
a joint meeting of labor-management
committees in three plants of the com
pany.

Committee

members

Included

loo\
a

management representatives, drafts
men, welders, assemblers, planners,
mechanics, sheet metal workers and toolmakers.

Drive bad already begun
The Douglas committee reported that
in addition to announcing a slogan con
test, a contest was inaugurated for the

naming of various Douglas products.
The committee also reported that several
elements of the War Production Drive
were already in operation in its plants.
In one plant, a total of 5,841 suggestions
have been received and a total of 1,090
awards made. Effective April 1. the
awards were increased 500 percent, the
committee reported.

The report from the Crosley Corpora
tion of Cincinnati related that the War

Production Drive committee consisted of

12 management representatives and 12

labor representatives, drawn from every
department and Including women, a
large number of whom is employed in
the plant.

Program linked to soos at war
The most unusual feature of the Cros
ley report was a section devoted to a
special 30-minute recorded program ex

plaining to union employees and group
meetings of everyone in the company, in-

eluding flt-enographers, engineers, super-

Keep Him Firing • • • The poster reproduced here from the Supplement to the
Production Drive PlanBook will go out shortly to war plants. Two-column mats are

available to newspapers and other publications on request to Distribution Section,

Division of Information, Office for Emergency Management. Washington, D. C.

★
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LABOR...
Membership maintenance approved by
8-4 vote in Harvester dispute; 25,000

employees in 8 plants get wage increase
about which historians will render Judg

recent monthshas been for the adoption
of safeguards, guaranteeing to the in
dividual union member the right to a
secretvote or referendum on unionmain
tenancepolicies. Thisplan approves and
adopts that principle. It provides that
when the majority has spoken the mi
nority must be bound by the majority.
Such a procedure Isdemocracy in action."

A maintenance o£ membership clause ments as to the quality of leadership
which must bear the approval ot a ma
which those responsible for the program Asked to consider "minimum guarantees"
jority of imion members at a Govern
of American labor and Industry give to
The majority opinion asked that the
ment-conducted election was ordered by our country today.
following "minimum guarantees" be con
"Great Issues such as those Involved sidered by the Board in any wage issue
the National War Labor Board last week
!n a far-reaching decision settling the in this case place upon the leaders of "for the duration of the war."
labor and Industry and upon the repre
"First, all workmen shall receive wages
International Harvester Company dis
sentatives of the public solemn obliga
sufficiently high to enable them to main
pute.
tions and duties which they must not tain a standard of living compatible with
Also ordered was a 4V^-cent an hour hesitate to perform." Morse wrote. . . . health and decency.
wage increase for 25.000 employees It Is in such a spirit that the National
"Szcond, the real wage levels which
workingin eight plants of the giant farm War Labor Board calls upon the parties have been previously arrived at through
eqmpment concern, which is now doing In this and in other cases as well as upon the channels of collective bargaining and
war work, and a provision to prevent the American people, to accept its de which do not impede maximum produc
. .
tion of war materials shall be reasonably
union representatives from losing pay crees.
"It is submitted." the majority opmion protected. This does not mean that la
during the time spent handling griev
states, "that the foregoing union mem
bor can expect to receive tliroughout the
ances withinthe plant. The unions had bership provision is eminently fair and war upward changes in its wage struc
asked an Increase of 12'A cents an hour. reasonable in light of the facts and cir
ture which will enable it to keep pace
cumstances of this case as shown by the with upward changes in the cost of living.
Both were unanimously approved.
lengthy record. It would seem to be a
"On the other hand, every attempt
To vote OB mesnbership clause
foregone conclusion that industrial har
should be made to protect the real wages
Under the maintenance of member mony with resulting maximum war pro
of labor to the point that they do not

ship clause, which was approved by an duction will be difficult to obtain in drop below a standard of living sufficient
8 to 4 vote with the employer members the Intel-national Harvester Company s to maintain health and decency. With
dissenting, union members In good plants unless the question of union out doubt wages in substandard brackets
standing must remain In good standing maintenance Is determined by the union should not only be increased to meet
as a condition of continued employment. membership itself.
changes in cost of living, but whenever
This clausedoes not go into effectunless Scope of union security plan
possible, they should be raised to the
a majority of the unionmembers votein
standard level.
"The
plan
will
dissipate
much
of
the
favor of it in a secret ballot election con
"Third, to the extent that it can be
cause for ill-feeling and distrust which done without infiationary effects, labor
ducted by the Board.
Unions whose members will vote as now exists between management and the should be encouraged to negotiate
soon as contracts are signed include the union, It will place very definite respon
thi'ough the processes of collective bar
Farm Equipment Workers Organizing sibilities and obligations upon the union gaining for fair and reasonable upward
Committee. CIO. the United Automobile to keep its house in order. It will pro
wage adjustments as an offset against
Workers. CIO, and two federal labor tect management from many of the Increases in the cost of Uving. Labor
abuses
of
which
it
n&w
cnmplams.
If
the
unions of the AFL. The decision marks
should not be put in an economic
the first time that a Government agency

has agreed to hold an intra-union elec
tion.

Another high point in the decision was

an anti-coercion clause binding the
union not to coerce or intimidate em

ployees into joining, and to discipline
members who are guilty of coercion or
intimidation.

Appeal for "indastrial statesmanship"
Issuing an appeal for "Industrial
statesmanship devoid of selfish partisan

or class-conscious motivation," Wayne L.
Morse, public member of the Board who
wrote the majority opinion in the case,

pointed out that "This Is a crisis hour

majority of the members vote for this

plan of union security, it will tend to

strait jacket during the war without

eliminate rival union organization ac

tivities because it will 'freeze' member

redress to some such agency as the War
I^bor Board which has authority to

grant fair and deserved wage adjust

ship of that union now possessing the col

lective bargaining rights for the life of

ments."

the contract,thus making ineffective any
attempted raids upon its membership.
It will give the union effective discipli

Four employer members dissent
In dissenting from the majority de

is guilty of those abuses of which em
ployers so frequently complain.
"When the majority hasspoken . .
••One of the great cries of American

membership clause Iftheunion members
either individually signified their will
ingness tobe bound orif Individual mem
bers could resign from the union in 10

nary powers over any member who vio
lates the terms of the contract or who

cision on union security, the foxir em

ployer members of the Board stated that
they were in favor of a maintenance of

employers and union critics generally In days if they did not want to be bound.

Phonograph records, radio transcriptions

Used electric generating

as war moves across path of s!

equipment, steam boilers
"frozen" for war use

cut to 30 percent by limiting shellac
TheWarProduction Board on April 14
reduced the output of phonograph rec
ordsand radio transcriptions to approxi
mately 30 percent of 1941 production by
limiting the amount of shellac available

Stocks frozen by the order may be sold
to the Defense Supplies Corporation.
Hie order is eftective immediately.
★

to that amount.

50 percent of large stocks frozen
Order M-IOS, issued April 14 by J. s.
Knowlson, Director of Industry Opera
tions, also freezes 50 percent of all In
ventories of shellac of lO.OOO pounds or
more and 50 percent of all future imports.
Uses other than the manufacture of
recordings are restricted to 75 percent

of the corresponding period of 1941 until
June 30and 35percent by quarters there
after.

★

★

Used electric generating equipment
and used steam boilers were frozen April
11 by order of the WPB. This action
was taken to promote efficient use of
such equipment in the war effort, when
it becomes available.

Use of natural resins restricted
as supplies grow scarce
Natural resins, which have been sub
stituted in civilian use for the synthetic
resins needed for war purposes, have
also become scarce, so the WPB April 16,
limited the use of" natural resins.
Unfortunately, natural resins come

Dealers in such equipment have been
notified by telegram that they may not
sell, lease, or option used electric gen
erating equipment or used steam boilers
without specific authorization from the
Director of Industry Operations. Order
L-102 extends the prohibition to cover
all persons with such equipment in their
possession.

only from such widely separated parts

The order became effective at 11:59
p. m. April 11.

of the world as New Zealand, the Phil"Usedelectrical generating equipment"
lippines, Batavia, Singapore, the East is defined in the order to mean any
Reason for the drastic action Is that Indies. India, and Africa. None are
used or reconditioned stationary steamIndia is practically our sole source of found in this hemisphere.
turbine
generator unit. "Used steam
shellac and supplies are subject to ship
This is accomplished by Conservation
ping hazards. Direct military require
Order M-56, issued April 16 by J. s. boiler" is defined as any Used or recon
ditioned stationary steam generating
ments are heavy and use of shellac is Knowlson, Director of Industry Opera
necessary In certain essential civilian tions. In the main, it restricts the use boiler. Equipment which has an actual
processes.
of natural resins in any calendar quarter or market value of less than $1,000 per
These uses are excepted from the re
to 50 percent of the amount used in the unit is exempt from the terms of the

India practically sole source

strictions of the order:

corresponding quarter of 1941.

Electrical equipment, coatings for mu

nitions, military explosives and pyro

In the manufacture of rotogravure
inks the restriction is to 75 percent of

technics, navigational and scientific in

the amount used in the corresponding

struments. communication Instruments,

period.

marine paints for vessels other than

order.
★

★

*

Modified mine order extends
deliveries of materials for

pleasure craft, grinding wheels, wood Some a$es baaned entirely
Use of natural resins in barn paint, machinery, equipment
patterns for metal castings, health sup
plies as defined in P-29.and in scientific farm equipment finishes, floor finishes,
freight car paints. Interior house paints,
research.
Broader application of priority assist
pencil finishes, playing card finishes, ance for the production of mining ma
Records used one-third
porch and deck paints, road marking chinery and equipment is provided by
Reason for the action on phonograph paints, spirit label varni.shes and toy and amendments
to Preference Rating Order
and transcription records is that these novelty finishes is prohibited entirely.
P-56-a issued April 13,
uses normally consume approximately Asphaltic and pitch bases can be used
As originally announced on March 3
one-third of the Nation's annual shellac for someof these productsand pine rosin
paragraph <b) (l) of the order permitted

consumption. Experiments now are be

ing made to find a suitable substitute for
these uses and reclaiming of old records
probably will be tried out.

Persons who had on April i possession
or control of five thousand pounds of
shellac are required to file with the War
Production Board by May 9 a report on
Form PD-334.

Salable to Defense Supplies Corporation
Shellac is defined in the order as lac
of all grades, but does not include lac

which has been bleached, cut. or incor
porated into protective or technical coat
ings.

is adaptable to others. For the slick var

nish finish on pencils and playing cards,
however, no substitute is known.

The restrictions do not apply to Army,
Navy, or Z^nd-Lease contracts; nor to
use as a noncorrosive finish in chemical

plants; in research laboratories: in ves
sels other than pleasure craft, or in

the assignment of ratings only for mate
rial to be delivered to operators as de

fined in Preference Rating Order P-56,
the general mine order.

The April 13 amendments will permit
companies using ratings assigned by
P-56-a to make deliveries to South

American copper companies operating
under Preference Rating Order P-58, to
Form PD-339 is provided for quarterly iron and steel producers under P-68. to

healtl^ supplies.

inventory reports.

The order applies to the manufacture
of productscontainingnatural resins and
doesnot restrict the sale of paints or var
nishes already manufactured. It became
effective Immediately.

smelters under P-73.

Upon application, special permission
may also be given by the Director of
Industry Operations for deliveries of ma

terial obtained by use of ratings assigned
under P—6&-a to fill other rated orders.

★
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drapery, upliolstery
Manufacturers were ordered by the
WPB April 17 to stop putting wool into

process after 11:59 p. m. April 17 in the
of

floor

coverings

and

drapery and upholstery fabrics except
to fill Army, Navy, and Maritime Com
mission orders.

The April 17 action is in the form
of an amendment (Amendment No. 4)
to the Wool Conservation Order. M-73.

It replacss the second quarter allocation
of carpet wool provided for in the order.
★

★

*

Civilian production of laundry,
dry cleaning equipment to stop
Commeicial laundiy and dry clean

ing machinery were added April 18 to the
list of durable goods for which civilian

production is to end for the duration
of the war.

Limitation Order L-91. effective April

18,bans production of the laundry equip
ment after June 1. and of the dry clean

ing equipment after July 1, except for
Army, Navy, or Maritime Commission
orders.

In addition, the regulatioiLs freeze ex
isting equipment and stocks to be manu
factured until the cut-off date, except
for Army, Navy, or Maritime Commission
orders, or for deliveries specifically
authorized by the Director of Industry
Operations.
★
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of carpet wool stocks to blankets, apparel
Due to the present jute shortage and
the improbability of obtaining additional
supplies from Calcutta, it is extremely un
likely that there will be any further al
location of jute yarns for floor coverings
after this month, the soft fiber section
of the WPB said April 13.

*

Java sisal bannedfor wrapping,
binder twine; other changes
The agave fiber order (M-84) was

amended by the WPB April 13 as
follows:

1. The use of Java agave sisalana,
commonly known in the trade as Java
sisal, for manufacturing wrapping twine
or binder twine is prohibited. Previously
a limited use was permitted.
2. Inventory restrictions of the order
as to import shipments of wrapping twine
are lifted as to importers of agave cord
age and agave twine.

The project of spinning coarse cotton
srams on the wool spinning equipment of
the carpet industry was discussed. The
WPB officials urged that experiments be
continued, as the only i-equlrement of
bagging yam is strength, and the short
age of bui'lap will result in an increased
market for these yarns.

Advised not to start production

The committee expressed great inter

The seriousness of the jute situation
was explained to the wool floor covering
Industry at a recent industry advisory
committee meeting in Washington in or

der to prevent manufacturers from be
ginning production on rugs and carpets
that they might not be able to firush for
lack of jute. Some members of the com

est in the possibility of making blankets
for

the

armed

forces.

A

committee

member displayed a blanket made to
Army specifications.
★

★

★

A-l-a on farm equipment

mittee said it would be wise if manufac
turers of wool floor coverings stopped

putting into production any more virgin
wool for rugs and carpets, inasmuch as

they would not be able to complete the
products if sufficient jute were not avail
able.

War Production Board officials asked
that the industry make an immediate

Existing stocks frozen

*

★

Rug mgJters warned of serious jute
shortage; asked to consider diversion

Wool forbidden for carpets,

manufacture

VICTORY

study to determine what stocks of carpet
wool now In this country could be di
verted into more essential civilian uses,
such as the manufacture of blankets and

apparel of various lunds. Wool conserva
tion order M-73 does not make wool
available to floor covering manufacturers

for suit purposes, but WPB officials in
dicated that this could be worked out.

of foodstufis
To

speed

ing industry could assist in solving this
problem. Distributors' warehouses could
also be used for this purpose as they be
came empty. Tlie Industry was referred
to the Defense Supplies Corporation,
Washington, D. C., for particulars.
Alexis Sommaripa, of the WPB Office
of Civilian Supply, urged the immediate
study of the manufacture of burlap sub
stitutes and similar cloths which are In
great demand. He recommended that
the industry experiment with a material
made of low cotton and waste which

might serve the purpose of 8- or 10ounce burlap. The War Production
samples.

will

be

Interested

in

seeing

foodstuffs

ment and machinery.

Designed to hasten the output of food
stuffs under the Department of Agri
culture's 1942 program, the new ar

rangement is necessary to give farm
machinery makers materials which could
not be obtained with sufficient speed
under lower ratings.
★

WPB officials said that creating a large
stock pile of wool for military purposes
has resulted In an Inunediate n^d for
storage space. They suggested that the
mills and warehouses of the floor cover

of

this Nation and its allies, the WPB April
18 granted an A-l-a rating to manu
facturers of certain types of farm equip

Storage space for wool needed

Board

production

vitally needed by the armed forces of

★

Production stopped on349 types
of radio tubes for civilians
The WPB April 17 ordered radio tube
manufacturers to discontinue within 7

days production for civilian use of 349
of the 710 types of radio tubes now on
the market.
★

★

★

Heavy compressors placed
under complete allocation
The WPB April 17 placed heavy com

pressors. urgently needed in the war pro
duction program, under a system of com

plete allocations. War requirements for
heavy compressors have put a strain on
existing supplies.

20
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Questions and
Answers on Priorities

Subjcct

Order number

a. Frohibiu use of Java sisal

M-M amend. No.

work?

will he most usefiil to the mili

tary effort. This is accom->
plished by preference ratings
which put more Important
orders ahead of those which
are less important, and in some
cases by direct allocation.
2. Q. How are ratings assigned?
A. They are assigned in various
ways. The most widely used
are (1) Individual Preference
Rating Certificates. (2) Blan
ket Ratings, (3) Project Rat
ings, (4) and ratings obtained
through the Production Re
quirements Plan.

3. Q. What are the advantages of the
Production Requirements
Plan?

A. It sums up in a single application

all the materials needed by a
producer over a three-month
period, granting one or more
preference ratings for contin

April 21, 1942

PRIORITY ACTIONS

1. Q. How does the priorities system
A. The Priorities System directs
strategic and critical materials
away from nonessential pro
duction to production essential
for war. It organizes, mobi
lizes, and directs materials and
productive facilities where they

★
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(orcertain znanufactuhiig
purposes: changes iorcD

a. Clsrlfles provisions for cut

Unf and stamping copper,
sale, transfer or delivery

a. Hequirescacccrstoprovide
themselves

wiUi

ma

1^21-a Int. No. I.

4-13-12.

M-86-a

4-13H2

caooed

goods

lor

amend.

No. V

teriaJs necessary to peck
the

armed forces adequately
is export boxes.
Coal stokers:

a. Prohibits manufacture for

residential use after May

L-78.

4-15-12.

L-6f amend. No.

4-9-12.

commercial and indus
trial types to orders rated
A-lO or higher.

Electrical appliances;
a. Further restricts produf
tloD and tightens restric

tions on metals that may

1.

be used.

Electric generating enuipment
and sleam boilers (used);

a. Sale, lease, or option pro
hibited without sperillc

l-iosl.

4-11-12.

L-84 amend. No.

l-lfi-12.

authoriiation.

Electric heating pads:
a. Permits manufacturers to
use up inventories which
cannot be nsed for other

1.

purposes, but stops pri>

duction on June 30, 1642.

Farm machinery:

a. Malies plain that the intent

of the order is to prohibit
all sales and exports of
farm

machinery

equipment in

L-26amend.No.2.

l-lS-12.

L-43 amend. No. 1.

4-11-12.

P-<5 (as mised)

4-JMZ

e-M-12..

4-18-12

«-S0-12..

4-U-12.

Until revoked.

and

excess of

quantities permitted to be
manufactured.

Fire-fighting apparatus;
a, Motorized:

], Prohibits use o. rub
ber tires on anz-

iliary

trailers

for

fire apparatus manutactured or deliv
issuance.

ufacturer has a rating good for

2. Fii-e apparatus ex

three months for the materials
named, and by requiring full

3. Fireprotectiveequip- P-I08en. No. L.

treatment.

tended.

Furnaces:

a. Reducesamcuntsolironand

steel which may be con>
warm-air furnttces.

Gollclnbs:
a. Cutsolluse of iron and steel

other critica] metals, plas

and are available also in mim
eographed form to a Public

Service Unit mailing list open
to manufacturers and others
who may need the extra
service.

L-S3.

tics and cork in manu

facture after May 33; lim

ited production permit
ted moanwhile:
1. Permits nianufactur-

ers to acquirc Crom

1/-93 amend. No. 1.

inventories ol other
manufacturers fin

ished parts contain
ing iron and steel

A printed compilation of

are printed weekly in Victory,

L-22.

sumcd in manufacture of

of priority orders and forms?
priority orders and forms is
now available for distribution
at the Public Service Unit,
WPB, and is entitled Priori
ties IN FoRCs. Supplements

Ext. No. 1.

ment extended.

4. Q. Is there a printed list available
A. Yes.

Until KTOked. A-lOorblgber

31; limits production of

ered after date of

and uniform

4-J3-42.

3.

Tentory form.
Caosed foods;

Under it each man

WPB to give every Industry

Rating

oT parU end filing of is

maintenance, and operating

concerned fair

Expiration date

tory reslriclloDS.
AnuscmeDt mactliios:

supplies.

tion as to the kind of materials
needed, the amoxmt on hand
and the importance of their use
to the war effort, it enables

Issued

Agsve Sber:

ued deliveries, including repair,

information on each applica

Related form

•From April 9
♦Through April 16

lor assembly In golf
clubs.

Industrial machinery:
a. Assumescontrol overmanafacture and distribution
of many types.

L-S3.

PD-I, la, 3, 3a,

4-8-^2..

200,200a.

Until revoked.

A-9 or h^er.

Kitchen, household and other
miscellaneous articles:

a. Curtain rods, fixtures and
drapery attachnients all
brought under control of

L-SO amend. No. 1.

1-11-12

L-M.

Maintenance and repair;

a. Iron and steel production:
1. Eteelproduoersgrant
ed a hiKher prefer
ence rating formateriaJs

for

mainte

nance and repair
and maj'extend the
bifber rating to

Ihcir supplies.

F-68 amend.No. 3

PD-228.

1-11-12

A-3; A-l-a;
A-l-c.

★
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Order number

Subject

Belated form

Issued
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★

Expiration date

Rating

4-1&-42

P-100 (as amend.)

b. Neitbcr uniforms nor flro
hose moy be ordered with

VICTORY

Int. No. 3.

The leather and shoe section of WPB

ftprofcrence rating assign-

w under terms of P-IOO.

Metal bousehold (urnicure:
Transfers control over "dra

L-C2 amend. No. 1

4-11-12

P-56-S amend. No. PD-26A.

1-13-42

pery attactbrnents" from
L^to L-SO.
Minlngmachincryand equipment

has requested manufacturers of steel for
shoe shanks to restrict their production
to three specific thicknesses.

a. permits cornpasies using

ratings assigned by P-i6-a

A shoe shank is a sheet steel stamping

which Is inserted between the insole and

2.

to make deliveries to
Soutb American Copper

the outsole of a shoe to reinforce the

part that supports the arch of the foot.

Companies operUing un

der P-58. to Iron end steel
producers under P-68.
end

Steel shanks are used in more than 60
percent of the total production of shoes,

4-18^3

P-68 amend. No.S.

b. Oranfs use of higher prefer
ence rating to obtain ex

plosives

explosive

exclusive of slippers.

equipment.

The leather and shoe section said that

Motor carriers:

a. Motor trucks, truck-trailers

while steel shanks will continue to be
used In some types of shoes, the use of

and passenger carriers:

1. Supplementary order
(a) Discontinues
all

4-11-42

L-l-e.

wood shanks is advocated. The section
added that the request Is designed to save

produc

tion of medl-

umandbe&vy
trucks

for

clTlllan

steel for war purposes by encouraging the
standardization of steel shanks of light

use

after existing
quotas com

gages.

pleted.
Natura] resins;

tk Conservation order:
I. Restricts use in any

PD-338.

4-16-49.

Until revoked

calendar quarter to

SO percent of
amount used In cor

responding quarter
of 1941: restrictions
do not apply to
Army, Navy or
Lend-Lease
and

other specified uses.
Office machinery:

a. Clarifies status of privately
Navy or other

Government agencies.
4-16-42. Until revoked. A-10 or hlgber.

OH burners:

a. Prohibits manufacture for

residential use after May

31; limits production of
commei'cial and industrial

types to orders rated A-10
or higher.

Plumbing and heating:

Ik Cast iron soil pipe and fltAmeudod

to

limit

manufacturers

of

Schedule 4 to I/-42
as amend.}.

4-13-42. 6-1-42.

L-79.

4-16-42.

cast Iron soil pipe
to a single welgnt.

b. Plumbing

and

eqnlnmcst:

The telegram further specified that the
steel of 0.045-lnch and 0.032-inch thick
ness be made of 50 carbon steel, and the
0.040-inch thickness of low carbon steel.
Present stocks of shank steel in the
hands of shoe manufacturers, shoe shank
manufacturers, or suppliers of shoe
shank steel are not affected by the re
quest. Any application of shank manu
facturers for priorities for the second
quarter of 1942 must comply with the
requested specifications.

heating

1, To prevent dissipa

The leather and shoe section sent tele

grams to ten steel manufacturers re
questing them to discontinue the manu
facture of all shoe shank steel except for
18-gage shanks of 0.045-inch thickness,
21-gauge shanks of 0.032-inch thickness,
and 19 gage shanks of 0,040-inch thick
ness.

4-11-42

L-54-aint. No. 2.

operated plants or ship
yards controlled by the
Army,

Restrict steel shoe shanks
to 3 sizes, WPB requests

Until revoked.

★

tion of existing
filumbing
and beat-

Qg equipment
stocks for nonde-

★

HONEY QUOTA EXPLAINED

Cense building,
modernization or
unnecessary

★

The honey conservation order (M-118)

re

placements frcetes

was amended April 17 to clarify the quota

all sucb stocks, ex

$i or less or A-10 or

cept retail sales of

provision for small industrial users of

better.

sugar.

Bemodeiing projects (low-cost):
A. Makes it easier for owners to

PD-406.

P-110.

4-HM2. Until revoked.

r«model housing that can

provide additional Uving

product, not over 60 pounds of honey

accomodatlons essential to
the war program.
Botenone;

A. Conservation order—10 con
serve supply and direct

4-13-42

M-133.

distribution.

Bough diamonds:

ft. f illag date for reports post

poaed from Apr. 15 to

Apr. 30, 1942.
Bobber:
,
,
Prohibits manufacture of
blowout shoes and re
stricts manufacture of re
liners.

b. Specifications governinguse
of rubber as insulation on

The original order permitted any per
son to use, in the manufacture of any

M-109 amend. No.

PD-378.

4-13-42.

1.

amend.

4-11-42.

M-lS-b-1 amend.

4-11-4S.

M-lS-b
No. B.

No. 4.

neutral electrical wires
eScctive on May 1.

(Continued on paffe 22)

Until revoked.

in any month of 1942. This provision
was misconstrued by some to mean that

a person might use up to 60 pounds of
honey per month in the production of
each of several products.
The order was not Intended to permit

such use. and the AprU 17 amendment
changes the language to read: "any per
son may use. in the manufacture of other

products, a total of not more than 60
pounds of honey in any month of 1942."
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Mine machinery makers assured
materials for equipment, repairs

★
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PRIORITY ACTIONS ^Through April 16

by high rating on allotted quota
(Continued from page 21)

WPB has granted an A-l-a rating to
manufacturers of mining machinery op
erating under Order P-56-a. This rat
ing Is to be assigned to specified percent
ages of the manufacturers' requirements
as listed by them and submitted on Form
PD-25-A in connection with the order,
and will be in effect during the second
calendar quarter ending June 30, 1942.

Subject

a. CoDserTation order—re

production by Jlmlticg

Mperecnt of all iovento-

rics of shellac of 10,000
pounds or more aod iO
percent of all fulure Im
ports.

Specini conservation order;

a. Order issued to halt auction

Bevocation.

at Foos Gas Engine Co.,
Springfield, Ohio, re
voked.

a. Lifts shipping tone restric

M-5S-d

tions on sugar for the
Army. NaTj-, or Lend-

ameod.

No. 1.

Lease.
Tea:

a. Extends to Apr. 2o the date

M-111 amend. No.

on which a receiver or
packer must (lie a com

4-U-42.

1.

plete report of tea Inven
tories of iOO pounds or
more.

^mifabricated and fabricated materials

Tin:

a. Restricts all persons cieept

totaling about 50 million dollars for the
Quarter were approved by the Require
ments Committee. This represents ap

retailers from soiling any
solder with tin content of
more than 16percent, any

M-<3 amend. No.

4-l(H2

2.

As assigned.

lin-beartag babhit metd

or tin oxide with certain

proximately 30 percent of the total for
the year.

exceniions.

b. Bemovea

limitations

on

ttses of tin /or manufac

J. S. Biiowlson, Director of Industry

ture of Implements

Amend.

2

4-10-42

L-40 as amended
April 10,1942.

4-10-42

M-e3 int. No. 1.

4-13-42

to M-4^a (as

o/

amend.)

war.

Vitamin A:

a. Permits unrestricted use In
feeds of Titamln A oils
blended prior to Feb. 10.
Wood puJp:
a. Permits producers and con
sumers to receive, after

Control of the ratings will be in the

May 1, without approval

hands of the mining branch. Mining

of the Director of Indus

try Operations, pulp of
•

domestic origin ordered
and actually In transit

^or to midnight, Apr.

STISPENSrON ORDERS

Company

Order
num

Violation

Penalty

ber ,

the industry for any particular item may
Talon, Inc., MeadTiUe, Pa.
*

4-14-42.

Sugar;

Manufacturers' requirements for raw,

★

4-J4-^2.

mately 30 perceut o! 1941

effort.

not be exceeded.

PD-334.

amouot of shellac: freezes

terials to the hundred-odd makers of
mining and smelting machinery operat
ing under the order, and will provide a
steady flow of equipment and repairs to
the essential mine and smelting opera
tions providing minerals vital to the war

machinery manufacturers affected by the
action must report to the branch each
Monday all orders they have placed
through the previous Saturday.
Amounts of each of the 81 items pur
chased will be entered against the quota
for that particular company and further
purchases must cease when the quota is
reached. Likewise, the total quota for

8-33... Failed to disclose ex
istence ot avaQablo

supply of import cop

★

per in any applica

tions for preiereoee

Waterman to bead lighting

ratings.

Prohibited, until July
1, from using steel,
stnc

or

zinc-base

alloys In manufac
ture of slide fnsten-

ers in execss of 40
percent of average

quarterly poundage

and fixtures section

of all mcfnls u.«ed for

this purpose during
yefircndirg June 30,

Appointment of Marshall N. Water
man as chief of the lighting and fixtures

1941: no deliveries of
any materials sliall

section of the WPB building materials

erence ratiiifs and

be assigned any pref

no allocationsofany

branch was announced April 17, by John
L. Haynes, chief of the branch.

Charles L. Harold, who preceded Mr.

Waterman as chief of the section, has
transferred to the Bureau of Industrial
Conservation as a special consultant.

Rating

traDScriptioos to approxi

Effect of the action will be to insure

materials.

Issued Expiration date

grapb records and radio

deliveries of specified quantities of ma

ing for the use of the high ratings for

Related form

M-10«-

duces output of pKodo-

To insure detiveries ofspecified quantities

Operations, has implemented the Re
quirements Committee action by provid

Order number

Sbellac:

material under pri

ority control shall be

Walleck Bnas Co., Clayaland, Ohio.

made.

S-34-.. Shipped altunlniuo for

Shall not acccpt or

prohibited nonwar

make any deliveries

purposes

and

qc-

eeptcd and processed
unauthorized deliv

eries of aluminum
scrap.

of aluminum and so

preference ratings
shall be assigned to
any orders for ma

terials placed by the
company.

Ecpira*
Issued

tlon
date

7-1-42

★

April 21, 1942
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Expira
Order

Penalty

Issued

Shall not aecopt or

4-13-42

VIoIatloB

niuo'

Company

tion
data

bet

Made deliveries on or-

Aluminum Bronw Powder Co., Bedtord. Ohio.

den bearing oo pref

make any deliveries

accepted unauthor-

erence ratings and

preference ratings

ited

shall he assigned to

deliveries

oi

aluminum scrap.

Steel companies not bound by
ratings in shipping specsmens
for test purposes

of aluminum ead no

steel companies melting National
Emerg3ncy Alloy Steels have been given
authority to ship specimens to labora

any orders placed hy
the company; after
a ten-day graw pe

riod must ecBso all
fabricalion involv
ing use of aluminum.

S-37...

Mills Novelty Co., Chicago, ni.

Used aluminum in tbe

manufacture oicoin-

opemtcd macblncs;
turned

out

amusement

2,332

and

gaming machines in

Enjoined from selling 4-11-42

7-10-42

or delivering any of

tories or manufacturers without regard
to preference ratings, the WPB an

the machines manu

nounced April 14.

its quota, and lurther curtails the

To obtainwidest possible testing

factured in execss of

cxcess of its allotcd

number of

quota.

may produce during

The purpose is to obtain the widest

amuse

ment machines it

months of March

and April; refusal of
all priority assist

possible testing of these new steel al
loys. which reduce quantities of alloys

ance and allocations

of

any

restricted

material until esplr'
atlon of order.

essary to facilitate deliveries by or for

P-83 revoked;

the armed forces or for Lend-I^ase,
★

to some

Preference rating order P-83, under
which priority ratings have been as

signed to a considerable number of
petroleum supply houses, was revoked
Apiil 16 by the Director of Industry
Operations.

This action wastaken because the sup

ply houses affected may now obtain
priority assistance either by extending
the ratings on orders received by them
from petroleum enterprises, or by apply
ing for preference ratings on the dis
tributors' Form PD-IX.

★

★

War risk insurance revised

by Shipping Adsninistration
The War Shipping Administration an

nounced April 13 a revised schedule of
war risk insurance rates covering ship
ments of cargoes made on American

of General Order No. 6. the new rates
are contained in Bulletin No. C-1 of the
War Shipping Administration.

banned lor jewelry making

*

*

Shipping zone restrictions

★

*

*

mentary Order M-55-d to lift shipping
zone restrictions on sugar for the Army,
Navy, or Lend-Lease.

The action was taken in Amendment 1

to Supplementary Order M-55-d. The
supplementary order, issued March 27,
originally restricted the sale and ship
ment of domestic refined sugarto specific
zones near sugar refineries. These re
strictions were lifted to the extent nec

types does not exceed10 toM.
The authority extends until July 31.
*

*

*

L-63 provisions
Warehouses carrying steel bars, ingots,

wire and other products listed in Sched

ules A and B of the Steel Warehouse
Order. M-21-b. may omit these products
from the Inventory reports required by
Suppliers' Limitation Order L-63. it was

All use of rhodium, one of the metals
of the platinum group. In the manufac
ture of jewehy was prohibited April 17
by the Director of Industry Operations

explained April 17 by the Director of

in Amendment No. 1 to Order M-95.
The order, issued March 11, stopped

l-63 specificaUy exempts warehouses

forms. The April 17 amendment stops
all uses of the metal in jewelry making.
In a letter accompanying the order,
the Director of Industry Operations au
thorized jewelry manufacturers to use

attact\ed to M-21-b are concerned.
The distributors' branch of the Divi

of rhodium on jewelry but
lifted for Military, Lend-lease electroplating
did not afiect its use in alloy or other
The WPB April 13 amended Supple

pounds for any one specification, and

that the total onhand or ordered for all

Warehouse steel listed
tice In accordance with the provisions in M-21-b exempt from

eries already rated under the terms of
with the rating.

from other mills, will not exceed 500

These rates will applyto all quotations
made on and after April 13,1942, but are
subject to change thereafter without no

All uses of rhodium now

P-83 may be completed in accordance

Those receiving these steels roust cer

tify in their purchase orders that the
material will be used for experimental
purpose: that the amount ordered, to
gether with any on hand or on order

merchant vessels.

All serially numbered copies of P-83,
as Issued to Individual supply houses, are
immediately revoked. However, deliv

★

used and are based upon the principle
that smail quantities of various ele
ments are more effective than larger
quantitiesof a single element.

up stocks on hand.

The important war xise of rhodium is
to coat reflectors in antiaircraft search
lights. Its civilian use Is to give a nontarnlshable finish to vanity and cigarette
cases and the like.

Industry Operations.

How it works

Exemption No. 1 of Limitation Ordei
coming under the provisions of Order
M-21-b from the provisions of L-63 in
sofar as material listed in the schedules
sion of Industry Operations explained
at the same time that no priority assist
ance will be granted on the distributors'

application form, PD-IX, for any mate

rials listed in Schedules A or B of Sup

plementary Order M-21-b, and such ma
terials should not be Included In any

PD-DC application.

CONSERVATION
er salvage overcomes shortage;

OPA to survey scrap Sow
under ceiling in New England

now able to meet current orders

The salvage-for-victory program has
A comprehensive survey of the scrap
tries have been urged to take advantage
been so successful In stimulating the of
the current increase in the return of materials situation in New England will
movement of wastepaper back into pro paper in order to be prepared for any be undertaken in the near future by
duction that paper mills throughout the future
OPA. Administrator Henderson an
emergency demands.
country are now able to meet current
nounced April 15.
The
consuming
mills
have
explained
orders,Lessing J. Rosenwald, chief of the
Beginning April 27 a staff of 35 or 40
Bureau of Industrial Conservation de that part of their inability to handle the OPA representatives will make spot
tremendously
Increased
flow
of
wasteclared April 14.
paper has beendue to the fact that much checks over a period of 3 or 4 weeks at
"Public response to the War Produc of the material being returned by dealers the establishments of New England scrap
tion Board's appeal for a continuous re
has been inadequately or badly packed, peddlers, collectors, small and large
turn of wastepaper to meet the vastly or
dealers, and brokers. Information will
is of inferior quality. In many in
Increased demands of war production is stances, mills have lowered the prices be sought on all scrap materials, includ
an outstanding demonstration of patri
paid to dealers for wastepaper of ing nibber, waste paper, old rags, and
otic and unified action," Mr. Rosenwald inferior
ferrous and nonferrous scrap. Analysis
quality.
said. "Only a few months ago. many of
of the data gathered Is expected to afford
Dealers
have
been
urged
to
pack
their
the country's paper mills were on the paper shipments more carefully and to OPA a comprehensive picture of the
verge of shutting down completely be
direct their efforts toward moving paper structure of the scrap Industry in New
cause of a lack of wastepaper.

Bottleneck explained
"Today, as a result of the activities of
State. local, and industrial salvage com
mittees. and the many volunteer organ
izations making collections, in every part
of the country, wastepaper is being col
lected and returned for re-use at an un
precedented rate. In fact, the flow of
paper has been accelerated to such a de
gree that In certain areas dealers are

having difficulty in moving their mate

of higher grades. In addition, it was
pointed out, the public can aid in this

respect by segregating household waste-

paper, bundling it carefully. All dirty,

oily, or wet paper should be eliminated,"

and magazines, newspapers, and cartons
should be bundled separately.

Pubiic should concentrate on rubber cow

In connection with this survey, a spe
cial attempt will be made to secure in

formation on the flow of iron and steel
scrap under Price Schedule No. 4, which

has been in operation for slightly more
than a year. This latter information
will be compared with the scrap flow in
New England before imposition of max

After explaining the temporary delay
in the movement of paper from dealers

imum prices.

to mills. Mr. Rosenwald also said:

area will exhibit many characteristics
common to other scrap producing re

"We are now confronted with a scrap
"The bureau has received reports from rubber shortage much like the crisis that
developed in the wastepaper field some
several sections of the country that cer
monthsago. It is essential that the pub
tain mills have refused to buy waste- lic
concentrate its most intensive efforts
paper from dealers. Not only the dealers
at
this
on salvaging every possible
but the general public can be assured pound oftime
old
rubber.
Old tires and inner
that this is a temporary and localized tubes, hot water bottles,
rubber bath
situation which is being promptly mats,
old
raincoats,
rubber
jar rings—
corrected."
these
and
any
similar
items
made of
Part of the recent bottleneck In the rubber can be found In nearly
every
movement of wastepaper from dealers to home.
consuming mills. Mr. Rosenwald ex
"Natui'ally, we do not want any one to
plained, was due to the fact that Prior give
up rubber articles which are still
ities Regulation No. 1 prohibited mills usable.
if our rubber-reclaiming
from building up more than very limited plants areBut
to be able to produce on the
inventories. However, at the request of vast scale needed, we must rely upon
the bureau, the Division of Industry Op American
housewives for the unstinted
erations on April 6 lifted these restric
tions to permit paper consumers to build cooperation they are giving the paper
up unlimited reserve supplies, during this salvage campaign."
rial to the mills.

period when civilian Industries are being
curtailed, with a consequent lessening of
the demand for paper board for civilian

England.

★

★

★

It is expected that the New England

gions; If so. it may be possible to apply
the results of the survey quite broadly.

However, Mr. Henderson said future
plans contemplate additional surveys in
two or threeother scrapproducing areas
somewhat smallerthan the New England
region.
*

★

★

releases machinery plant
after study of war value
The WPB revoked on April 14 its spe

cial conservation order, issued February
21, which halted the sale at auction of
the machinery, tools, and equipmentsit

uated at the plant formerly owned by
the Poos Gas Engine Co., at Springfield
Ohio.

Purpose of the order was to permit a

Sentner to head tin plate unit

survey of the plant and its facilities to

Carefal sorting urged

Richard F. Sentner of Wheeling,
W. Va„ has been appointed head of the

IntEct^ for war production. Subsequent

In addition, Mr. Rosenwald pointed
out, the wastepaper-consuming Indus

branch, C. E. Adams, branch chief, an

goods.

tin plate unit of the iron and steel
nounced April 15.

determine whether they could be used

investigation by the Navy Department
and the WPBfailed to disclose any valu
able use which could be made of the
plant as it stands.

★
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OPA alters brass scrap ceilings
to aid electrolytic copper
Supplementing the Metals Reserve
Company program for increasing the
copper supply in this country by encour
aging the copper refiners to buy yellow
brass scrap for conversion into electro
lytic copper, OPA has fixed maximum

prices for all yellow brass scrap except
yellow brass castings on a copper content
basis. The prices are set forth in
Amendment No. 3 to Revised Price Sched
ule No. 20 (Copper and Copper Alloy
Scrap), announced April 17 by Admin
istrator Henderson.

The Administrator said a

decision

could be expected shortly on other
amendments discussed with representa
tive members of the industry in Wash
ington on March 30 and 31.

Highlights of the new amendment,
which became effective April 17, are pro
visions which:

1, Remove from the schedule heavy

yellow brass, cast yellow brass borings,
light brass and yellow brass breakage
grades and add a grade called refinery
brass.

,

,

2. Establish a method for determining
maximum prices for any kind or grade

of copper scrap and copper alloy scrap
not previously specified In the February
27, 1942, celling. Some 30 kinds or grades
were covered at that time.

The maximum price for the new grade ^
fixed at dry copper content times 9.25 cents
where the assay is 60.01 percent or more and
at dry copper content times 9.00 cents where
the assay U 50.01 percent to 60.00 percent.
Since April 1. 1942. cerUlQ copper refiners,
as Metals Reserve Company's egents have

bought yellow brass scrap for conversion Into

VICTORY

MATERIALS ...
Vitally needed nickel to be got from
vast Cuban deposits for first time
Cuba is on its way to become a new

source of badly needed nickel, Materials
Director Batt announced April 16.

Large deposits of low-grade ores blank
eting the wooded plateau of northeastern
Cuba are to be treated by a complicated
chemical and metallurgical process to

yield nickel for armor plate and for other
tough steels required for warships, planes,
tanks, and guns.

The job is being tackled by Nicaro
Nickel Co., a new subsidiary of the Free-

port Sulphur Co., which through an
other subsidiary also produces manga
nese in Cuba. Since early 1940 the

company has conducted research on
nickel recovery. The work has had the
close attention of officials and tech
nicians of the WPB and other Govern
ment agencies.

poration and the plant will be operated
by Nicaro for the Goverrmient.
At the Government's request, Nicaro

The first crew

already on the scene, dredging water

brass material. Yellow brass castings can be
separated relatively easily and quickly from
the general run of yellow brass material.

Practically all of the United States*
supply of nickel has to be imported.
With the exception of a very small trickle
from New Caledonia, the United States'

Appointment of H. W.Dodge,of Bronxville, N. Y., as assistant deputy director
of the Materials Division was announced
April 16 by Materials Director Batt.
With his new appointment Mr. Dodge
becomes third In command of the Mate
rials Division and will take over a part
of the duties of A. I Henderson, deputy
director.

The geologists drew a geological crosssection of the district and wrote the fol

lowing description of the hilly region
reaching back from the sea:

"Upon the top of this sierra there are

many large areas which are practically
level, and these are always covered by a
a large proportion of iron ore in the form
of spherical pellets. Locally particles are

Deposits stretch for miles

a buyer who can more readUy handle unBorted material.
Inasmuch as yellow brass castmgs remain
in the schedule, any Ingot maker or foundry

Dodge named assistant
deputy director

island.

facilities. The construction Is being
financed by Reconstruction Finance Cor

of several hundred engineers and
workers, the bulk of them Cubans, is

★

In 1901 two American geologists
started from Santiago with a pack train
bound for the opposite coast of the

iron ore."

an unnecessary and wasteful use of dealers
time and manpower In sorting material for

*

Texas.

a project for a $20,000,000 plant and

contracts were signed.

★

summer at Freeport's sulphur plant In

cemented together by ferruginous mate

sch«dul« by purchasing this material on a

Btlll will be able to purchase sorted yellow

pilot plant, which Government officials
subsequently visited and examined, was
built and put into operation late in the

After a technical committee represent
ing the Government had approved Nica
ro's research results, the WPB authorized

began purchasing the materials and mak
ing construction plans even before the
final design was completed and final

tt> buy sorted yellow brass do not violate the

In this crisis, Nicaro put its chemists
and metallurgists on a 24-hour day and
accelerated its laboratory work. A small

thick mantle of red clay, which contains

Finaaced by RFC

electrolytic copper. The new amendment is
tssu2d. In part, to Insure that these reflnenes
who have never bought and are not equipped

copper content basis and in part to prevent

25

★

ways, laying electric lines and building
temporary structures.

supply—and Great Britain s as wellcomes from one area in Canada. In
fact, Canada accounts for about 85 per
cent of world nickel production.

Demanil surpasses Canadian supply
The flow of nickel from Canada, al
though at peak levels, has been overtaken

by the mounting needs of the national
war effort. Nickel was one of the first
materials to be put under priority con
trol and now Is under allocation. Less
essential uses were curtailed months ago
and finally prohibited entirely.

rials, making a spongy mass of brown

Later more exhaustive surveys of the

deposits were made by engineers inter
ested in their iron content. It was
found that they stretch for miles, con

stituting an almost horizontal mantle
from a few inches to 80 feet in thickness.
In these later geological reports, iron

averaging about 46 percent, and in places
nickel in quantities ranging up to V/z

percent were recorded. Bethlehem Steel
Co. uses this ore extensively to produce
a nickel iron widely used in this country.

In 1909 shipments of iron ore to the
United States were begun. The follow

ing year the International Geological
Congress in Sweden in a publication on
the world's iron ore reserves estimated
the Cuban deposits to contain about
2,000,000,000 tons. Analyses of the raw
ore during these early operations re

vealed an average of 1 percent of nickel.
Although no nickel was actually pro

duced, its existence in these extensive
deposits became a fascinating metallur
gical nut for scientists to try to crack.
Some of the best brains in the United
States, England, Prance, Germany, and
Japan were put to work on the baffling

problem of recovering nickel from lowgrade ores.

26
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TRANSPORTATION...
Eastman rejects Texas-Savannah pipe line,
but thinks others might be '^necessary;"
re!a5^gs, reversals under consideration
Joseph B. Eastman, Director of De
fense Transportation, April 16 refused a
request by the Trans-American Pipe Une
Corporation that he certify that a crude

oil pipe line which the corporation pro
posed to build is necessary for the war
effort.

Basis for decision
The corporation sought to obtain per
mission to build a pipe line reaching
from Texas to the Atlantic Coast. Mr.
Eastman was asked to recommend to the
President that he issue a proclamation
under the Cole Pipe Line Act declaring
that the proposed pipe line "is or may
be necessary for national defense pur
poses."

Mr. Eastman's decision was based on

the report of a three-member board
which held a public hearing February
19 on the corporation's application, and
on a statement of views by the War De
partment.

In rejecting the application of the cor
poration, Mr. Eastman declared, "How
ever, I am of the opinion that additional
pipe line facilities which can substan

tially increase the flow of oil to the At

lantic Seaboard area are 'necessary for
national defense purposes'."
The proposed pipe line was described

tion, contending that because of its loca
tion, it would be of relatively little value
to the war program.

Bestuse of existing facilities stressed
Stressing the need for realism. Mr.
Eastman said, "If these were normal

times the steel necessary for new pipe
lines would be readily available and
whatever lines are needed could be built
within a relatively short time. But the
imperative steel requirements of the war

effort are such that it is necessary to
make maximum use of existing facilities
before allocation of existing materials
can reasonably be asked.

"In the case of pipe lines, this may
well mean an extensive relaying of exist
ing pipe in new locations as well as the
reversal of some lines in their present
locations. Some measures of this char
acter have been taken and others are

present conditions."

Though representatives of both the

Army and Navy attended the hearing on
the corporation's application, neither
Armed Service offered support of the
project, Mr. Eastman said. Instead, the
War Department wrote him after the
hearing, actively opposing its construc

to the load cai-rled, and the use of a modern-type floating axle, efficiency in the

The trailer is intended primarily as a

Shields, engineer for pipe lines, of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, to

stop-gap vehicle for mass transportation
of workers to plants located in axe&s
where no other public transportation fa

designated

R.

represent me in any such investigation.
It is my opinion that a study of this
character must consider the relative
merits of all proposed projects, including

that of the Trans-American Pipe Line

of railway transport division

and other materials are available under

The trailer chassis embodies an Ingen
ious application of a conventional de
sign steel frame with a plywood and masonite superstructure. It rolls on eight
standard truck-size tires, with the usual
six tires on the power imits. Because of
the light weight of the unit in relation

sons.

have

capacity of 70,000 barrels of oil.

showing that the necessary pipe, pumps,

of noncritical matei-ials.

Can haul 141 persons

W.

and

Hauer named assistant director

proposed project, Mr. Eastman said, "the

vate companies, have designed and built

in less than 30 days a simplified type of
oversize bus trailer made almost entirely

the necessity for additional pipe line fa
cilities

would have cost an estimated $25,000,000
and would have had an estimated daily

steel requirements were estimated at
about 85,000 net tons. There was no

As one answer to the problem of
transporting hundreds of thousands of
war workers from central points in cities
to outlying industrial plants, representa
tives of the Office of Defense Transporta
tion, with the aid of officials of the War
Production Board and a number of pri

"I shall be glad to join any other gov
ernmental agencies in an Investigation of

Corporation."

In describing the drawbacks of the

to carry 141 workers, provides
"stop-gap" in transportation

use of tires will be far greater than in
any other type of rubber-tired passen
ger carrier so far developed.
Maximum load of the trailer is 141 per

contemplated.

by the corpoi-ation as being 1,050 miles
in length, stretching from Wichita
County, Tex., to Savannah, Ga. It

No support from Armed Services

Mammoth bus trailer, designed

★

*

*

To increase further the efficiency of
the Nation's railway equipment. ODT Di
rector Eastman announced April 16 the

appointment of E. R. Hauer of Cleveland,
Ohio, as assistant director of the division
of railway transport, In charge of me
chanical operations.

Mr. Hauer's duties will include re
viewing and reporting on the efficient

use of motive power, its availability and
sufficiency; the state of repair of railway
equipment, and the adequacy of tools
and repair facilities required to keep rail
way plants in the condition necessary to
operate at maximum capacity.

cilities are available.
★

★

*

ODT shifting coal transport
for East from water to rail
Steps are being taken by the Office of
Defense Ti-ansportation to insure the
movement into the Eastern Seaboard re
gion of large amounts of coal which

formerly moved by v/ater along the coast,
ODT Dii-ector Eastman said April 15.
Curtailment of coastwise shipping as a
result of enemy submarine activity and
other factors has made railroad routing
necessary.

Much of the coal that for

merly moved by rail to tidewater for
transshipment by collier must now move

the entire distance to Baltimore, Nor
folk, Philadelphia, and New England
points by rail.

Samuel S. Bruce, of Pittsburgh, has
been appointed assistant director of the

Division of Railway Transport in charge
of coal movement and equipment.

★
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Don't apply for new trucks,

Draft deferment not the sinswer to growing

truck-tractors, trailers unless
qualified, ODT requests

labor shortages, railroads told

With some 50,000 applications received

during the first month's operation of the
commercial-vehicle rationing program,

the ODT April 16 asked operators who
cannot meet minimum qualifications to
refrain from applying for new trucks,
truck-tractors, or trailers.

Only small supply available
ODT officialssaid it was apparent that
many of the applications were from op
erators seeking to buy commercial ve

hicles as they normally would under a
business-as-usual economy.

The rationing plan, which is adminis
tered jointly by the ODT and the WPB.
went into effect March 9.

Because of the small supply of trucks
available to meet present and future
civilian demands, and the necessity for
maintaining a reserve to meet unpredict
able military needs, ODT oCBcials said,
each operator before applying for a new
truck should ask himself this question:
"Would a new truck in my possession

actually help, directly or indirectly. In
winning the war?"

General Conservation Order M-lOO,
which set up the rationing plan (de
scribed in the March 10issueof Victort) ,

shows the order In which the demand
for new vehicles will be met. Five classes
were established.

Should exhaust other avenues first
Those who can qualify in the higher

classes should resort to application for
new vehicles only after they have ex

hausted the following possibilities: The
used-truck market, leasing vehicles not
being fully utilized by other operators,

pooling equipment with other operators,

Problems of manning and maintaining
the Nation's railroads in the face of in

creasing

labor

shortages

cannot ba

solved by draft deferment of employees,

representatives of the Association of

Training needed tomeet growing demands
At best, the representatives were told,
granting of deferment to railroad em
ployees must be considered only as an
opportunity to train workers to replace
those called to duty with the Armed
Services.

Training is also necessary, it was

pointed out, to meet the increasing num
ber of railroad employees made neces

sary by the growing demands placed on
railroad

transportation

by

the

war

effort.

Attending the meeting were M. J.
Gormley, executive assistant to J. J.

Pelley, president of the Association of
American Railroads; Otto S. Beyer, di
rector of the division of transport per

sonnel; J. H. Parmelee, director of the
Association's Bureau of Railway Eco

nomics; Edwin N. Fitch, Edward E.
Goshen, and Dorothy Sells, of the divi
sion of transport persoimel; Lt. Com
mander Patrick H. Winston and Major
Francis V. KeesUng of the Selective
Service Board; and William P. Patterson,
chief, apprentice training section, De
partment of Labor.

Suggested self-help measures
Suggested self-help measures that
might be adopted by the railroads to
meet growing shortages of almost every
type of skilled and semiskilled railroad

times would not be used further.
There will be no production of trucks

3. UtUizing all State and Federal ai^ to
Improve apprentice and learner training
methods, and speeding up apprentice traln-

now held by manufacturers and dealers,
representing stocks frozen January 2 and
the diminishing production of the first
months this year.

If persons who are not qualified to get
vehicles will refrain from making appli
cations, the work of making speedy de
cisions on the applications of qualified
operators can be speeded, ODT officials
said.

industry for further action.
★

at a meeting called by the ODT.

employee included:

only certain supply of trucks is the pool

Mr. Parmelee and Mr. Gormley were

to carry the suggestions to the railroad

American Railroads were told April 14

maintaining present equipment better
than ever before, working present equip
ment longer hours and more days, and
salvaging equipment which in normal
after the March quotas are completed;
trailers are being produced in quantities
much below normal production. The

study and act on the Industry's man
power problems was suggested.

laxing pliyslcal requirements,
2. Making a drive to rehire former em

ployees. Including those who have quit and
those who have retired.

Form PD-336 corrected
to include railroad supplies
Through a typographical error, "Rail
road Supplies" was omitted under "Type
of Supplies" in the preparation of Form
PD-336, the reporting form used in con
nection with the distributors' order, Lr-63.

A copyof the form was attached to WPB
press release 828.
Copies of the form which have been repro
duced for use may be corrected by substitut

ing "RaUroad" for "Health" at the top of

•column three under "Type of Supplies,
with a rubber stamp or otherwise. F^^nis
corrected In thU manner will be acceptable
for keeping the required reports.

The forms should also be identified by

stamping or writing "PD-336" in the
upper left-hand corner.
*

,

.j

Inu by agreement with labor.

4 Surveying situation on each railroad to
determine possibilities o' Wading em

*

★

No violation found in building
of New Jersey race track
In response to many inquiries, the
compliance branch of the WPB an
nounced April 16 that it had completed
an investigation of the construction of
a race track, stables, and grandstand
near Haddonfield. N. J., and had found
no violation of priority regulations or
WPB orders.
★

1. Raising the hiring-age limits and re

★

*

★

TWO OFFICIALS NAMED IN

TRAFFIC MOVEMENT DIVISION
Two appointments to executive posi
tions in the division of traffic movement
were announced April 15 by Defense

ployees to more sltllled positions and utilizing

Transportation Director Eastman.
George A. Warren of Burlingame.

semiskilled workers.

Calif., has been appointed assistant di

more skilled workers to Instruct and guide
5 Employing women wherever possible,

a! Making full use of governmental em
ployment services.
7 fetabllshing a clearing-house by which
the various railroads can exchange informa
tion on manpower and self-help measures
8. Oreanlzing effective personnel manage
ment system for each carrier under appro

priate supervision and direction.
At the conference, the creation by the

railroads of a permanent committee to

rector of the division in charge of the
section of traffic channels. Mr. Warren

succeeds Walter Bockstahler, who has

beenplaced in charge of a newly createc:
section of merchandise traffic.
A. R. Mahaney, of Pittsburgh. Pa-

has been appointed chief of the traffic
flow unit.
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New industry advisory committees

president. Barblzon Corporation, 148 Madison
Avenue, New York, N. Y.; J. D. Croom, Jr.,
Randolph Underwear Co.. Randleman. N C •

The Bureau of Industry Advisory Com

L. E. Hohl. Maryland Fibre Products Co., Inc.,

mittees, WPB, has announced the forma

Baltimore; C. A. Porter, National Brush Co.
Aurora, III,; O. D. WUcy, Burton-Dixie Cor
poration, Chicago: Prank W Bird, Smith &
Bird, New York City; G A. Moreland, Colum

tion of the following new Industry
advisory committees:

BUILDERS' HARDWARE COMMITTEE

Government presiding ofBcer—J. L.
Haynes, chief of the building materials
branch.

Fibres, Inc.. East Los Angeles, Calif.

Members:

J. J. Meyer, Independent Lock Co,, PitchBxirg. Mass.; William C. Habbersett, Russell
& Erwln Mfg. Co.. New Britain, Corm.; R. T.

Mitchell. Tale & Towne Mfg. Co., Stamford,

Conn.; L. W, Oakes, Sargent St Co., New

Haven, Conn.; Duncan Shaw, Reading Hard
ware

Corporation, Reading,

Pa.;

Charles

Kendrlck, Schlage Lock Co.. San Francisco,

Calif.; E. P, Lawrence, Jr., Lawrence Broth
ers. Inc., Sterling, ni.; A. L. Hager, Hacer &
Sons Hinge Mfg, Co., St. Louis, Mo.; E, J.
Tower, Master Lock Co., Milwaukee. Wls.;

Johann Prohlich, Bommer Spring Hinge Co

Brooklyn, N. Y.; A. H. Schlelcher, Oscar C.

Rixson Co., Chicago, 111.; W. A. Helzmann,
Sr., Penn Hardware Co., Reading, Pa.
COMBAT INSmOMENTS COMMITTEB

Government presiding officer—Charles
L. Saunders.
Members:

P. O. Vaughen, manager. Meter Division

General Electric Co.. Scbenectady, N. Y.; Ray
R. Simpson, president, Simpson Electric Co.,
Chicago; H. L. Olesen. assistant general sales
manager, Weston Electrical Instrument Co.,
Newark, N. J.; H. P. Sparkes, sales manager,

Meter Division, Westlngho\ise Electric Sc Mfg.
Co., Newark, N. J.; D. J. Angus, president.
Esterline-Angus Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.;
R. H. Isaacs, sales manager, Bendtx Aviation
Corporation, Pioneer Instrument Division,
Bendix, N. J.; W. P. Loudon, Electric Auto-Llte

Co.. Toledo; Victor Carbonara. vice president,
Kollsman Instrument Division, Square D Co,
Elmhurst, N. Y.; A. D. Hlckok, president,

Hickok Electric Instnjment Co., Cleveland.

DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE COMMITTEB

Government presiding ofBcer—Louis
C. Upton, chief of the consumers' durable
goods branch.
Members:

MUton C. Llghtner, vice president. The

Singer Manufacturing Co.. New York, N. Y.;
A. S. Rodgers, president. White Sewing Ma
chine Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio; Raymond
P. List, president, National Sewing Machine
Co., Belvldere, 111.; Jay Sasler, president. Pree
Sewing Machine Co., Rockford, 111.
ISTLE COMMITTEE

Government presiding officer—Arthur
B. Howe.
Members:

MECHANICAL RUBBER GOODS
COMMITTEE

Government presiding officer—C. S.
Reynolds.
Members:

Wllard H. Cobh, U. S. Rubber Co.. New
York City; P M. Daley, Sponge Rubber Prod-

u^ Co.. Derby. Conn; J. E, MacDonald Jr

Whitehead Brothers Rubbej
N. J.; K. H. Glanton. Daytot
facturing Co.. Dayton. Ohio;
son, B. P. Goodrich Co., Akron

Co., Trenton
Rubber Manu
W. S. Richard
Ohio; Franklin

G-Smith, Ohio Rubber Co., Willoughby, Ohio;

W. L

White,

Raybestos-Manhatlan, Inc'

York City; William Garrettson. New York

City; Roy J C. Emmert Hanover Cordage
Pa.; E. D. Martin. Hooven &

Allison Co.. Xenia, Ohio; T, A. Unsworth,
E. B- & A. C. Whiting Co., Burlington. Vt.;
Norman P. Smith. Osborc Manufacturing
Co., Cleveland; Harry Burkart, P. Burkart &

Co., St. Louis. Mo.; L. M. Argueso, M. Argueso
tc Co., New York City: Frederick K. Barbour,
Linen Thread Co.. Paterson, N. J.; R, C. tJtess,
American Manufacturing Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.;

Avenue, New York, N. Y.
PULP AND PAPER MACHINERY
COMMITTEE

Government presiding officer—L. S.
Greenleaf.

Members:

Elmer H. Neese, Belolt Iron Works, Belolt,
Wls.; Homer W. Martlndale, Black-Qawson
Co., Hamilton, Ohio; S. Harley Jones, E D.
Jones & Sons Co.. Pittsfleld. Mass.; Leonard
J. List, Samuel M. Langston Co., Camden,
N. J.; Walter L. Barker. Improved Paper Ma
chinery, Nashua, N. H.; William Buchanan,
Appleton Wire Works, Appleton, Wls.; Wil
liam W. Bolton, Emerson Manufacturing Co.,
Lawrence, Mass.; Samuel J. Campbell, Hudson
Sharpe Machinery Co., Green Bay, Wis.
PULP AND PAPER COMMITTEB

Government presiding officer-David

Winton, chief, pulp and paper branch.
Members:

ber Co., Toungstown, Ohio; Paul H. Henkel.

W. J. Alford, Jr., Continental Paper Co
Ridgefleld Park. N. J.; Walter J. Bergman,
Llly-Tullp Cup Corporation, New York. N. Y.;
H. S. Dennlson, Dennlson Manufacturing Co.,
Pramlngham. Mass.; George E. Dyke, Robert
Galr Co.. New York. N. Y.; E. E. Grant, Crystal

Corporation. Buffalo, N. Y.; A. P, Matheis
Thermoid Co.. Trenton, N. J.

He^, Southern Advance Bag & Paper Co.,
Chicago, m.; Walter A. Starr, Soundvlew pulp

PLUMBING AND HEATING

ginia PiUp & Paper Co.. New York, N. Y.;
Ernst Mahler, Kimberly-Clark Corporation,

Passaic. N. J.; C. W. Yelm, Gates Rubber Co.,

Denver, Coio,; H. P Schultz, Republic Rub

Continental Rubber Works, Erie Pa • D B
Harpfer, Goodyear Tire Sc Rubber Co., Akron
Ohio; George L. Abbott. Garlock Packing Co,,
Palmyra. N. Y.; J. H. Hayden. Hewitt Rubber
COMMITTEE

DiaTRIBtJTOHS STJBCOMMirrEB

ing branch.
Members:

M. W. Dennlson. executive director, Braman

Dow&Co., Boston.Mass.; W.A.Brecht. presi

dent. Hajoca Corporation, Philadelphia Pa •
P. W. Swanson, president. Globe Machinery

& Supply Co., Des Molnes, Iowa; Prank E
Elliott, manager. Crane Co., San Francisco"

Calif.; A. T. Chameroy, Sears Roebuck & Co.,
Chicago, m.: R. W. Conway, Hechlnger Co.,

Washington, D. C.; H. G. Starr, executive
secretary. Plumbing & Heating Wholesalers
of New England, Inc.. Boston. Mass.; N J
Hlglnbothan, president. W. A. Case & Sons
Maniifacturing Co., Buffalo, N. Y,; J. A Galloup, president, Galloup Pipe & Supply Co

Battle Creek. Mich.; W. J. SpUlane, general

manager, James B. Clow Si Sons. Chicago,
m.; Milton M. Goldsmith, president, Sam S

Glauber. Inc.. New York, N. Y.; John Seipple,
division manager, Montgomery Ward Co.,

Chicago, ni.; Theodore Felnstein, executive
director. National Supply Association of
America, Boston, Mass.

WOMEN'S

AND CHILDREN'S LINGERIE

Government

presiding

officer—H.

Stanley Marcus.
Members:

PbUlp Springer, president, Phil Springer
Co.. Inc., 159 Madison Avenue. New York

N. Y.; Herbert L. Mlskend. president. Lande
i Miskend, Inc., 16 East Thirty-fourth Street

New York, N. Y.; A. R. Balton, president.
Chic Lingerie Co., Inc.. 1126 Santee Street.
Los Angeles, Calif.; A. J. Schnelerson, vice
president. I. Schnelerson & Sons, Inc

Tissue Co., Middletown, Ohio; WlUard J.

Co., Everett, Wash.; D. L. Luke. Jr.. West'Vir

Neenah, Wls.; Arthur L. Hobson. St. Crolx

Government presiding officer—W. W.
Timmis, chief of the plumbing and heat

COMMTITEE

R. J. Paisley, R. L. Prltchard it Co., New
Co., Hanovei

bian Rope Co., Auburn, N. Y.; Arthur Nelson,
Dolphin Jute Mills, Paterson, N. J.; A. Bloom,
Otto Gerdau Co.. New York City; p. W. Weltzel. Ox Fibre Brush Co., Frederick. Md.; Jack
Gantz, Empire Brush Works, Port Chester.
N. Y,; Winihrop Page, National Automotive

H. B. Snader. Vanity Fair Silk Mills. Reading,
Pa.; Walter W. Moyer. Ephrata, Pa.; Harry

Berger, president, Kaylon, Inc., 180 Madison

1350

Broadway. New York. N. Y.; Gerald Rltter,

Paper Co., Boston, Mass.; Clyde B. Morgan,
Eastern Corporation. Bangor, Maine; W.
Irving Osborne, Jr.. CorneU Wood Products

Co., Chicago, ni.; D. H. Patterson, Fibreboard
Products, Inc., San Francisco, Calif.; Robert
P. Nelson. Glassine Paper Co., West Conshohocken. Pa.; j. T. Roach. Southern Central
Co.. Memphis, Tenn.; MaxweU D. Bardeen,
Lee Paper Co., Vlcksburg, Mich.; Glen
Graham. Sutherland Paper Co.. Kalamazoo,
Mich.; E. V. Johnson, United States Envelope
Co., Springfield, Mass.; Robert B. Wolf,
Weyerhauser Timber Co., Longvlew, Wash.;
Stewart E. Kay, International Paper Co . New
York, N. Y.

WOOD CASE PENCIL MANUFACTURERS
COMMITTEE

Government presiding officer—M. D.
Moore, of the consumers' durable goods
branch.
Members:

Cobum Musser. Eberhard Faber Pencil Co,
Brooklyn, N, Y.; Joseph S. Reckford, Ameri
can Lead Peiicll Co., Hoboken. N. J.; Asa B.
Wallace. Wallace Pencil Co., St. Louis, Mo.;
M. Levlne. Reliance Pencil Co., Mt. Vernon,
N. Y.; W. C. Rucker, Musgrave Pencil Co.,
ShelbyvlUe, Tenn.; J. H. Schermerhom, Jos
eph Dlxon Crucible Co., Jersey City. N. J.;
Irving P. Favor, L. & C Hardtmuth. Inc.,
Bloomsbury, N. J.; Herman Price, Eagle Pen
cil Co.. New York City; Arthu;- Edeiboff Gen
eral Pencil Co., Jersey City, N. J.; J. P. Fltzpatrick. Red Cedar Pencil Co., Lewtsburg.
Tenn.; Frank Beck, Eir.pire Pencil Co., Shel
byvlUe. Tenn.; Henry Hassenfeid, Hassenfeld

Brothers, Inc.. Pawtucket. R. I.; Jack P. McClasson. National Pencil Co., ShelbyvlUe
Tenn.; Edward M. Parrlsh, Gialf Red Cedar

Co., Richmond, Va.; M. A. Ferst, M. A. Perst,

Inc.. Atlanta, Ga.; A. H. Best, Richard Best

Pencil Co., Irvington, N. J.; Garett Roberts.
Weldon-Rcberts Rubber Co., Newark. N J

★
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Over-quota sales, exports

Four new sections will handle problems for

of farm machinery,

specific types of farm machines, equipment

equipment banned
WPB on April 14 issued an amendment
(No. 2) to Limitation Order Ix-26 to make

it plain that the intent of the order is
to prohibit all sales and exports of farm
machinery and equipment in excess of
the quantities permitted to be manu
factured.

Some confusion over the order's terms

has developed, and issuance of the inter
pretative amendment is considered nec

The farm machinery and equipment
branch of WPB has set up four sections

to handle all problems relating to prod
ucts formerly handled by the branch in
general. These four sections are:

To handle all appeals underL-26
Tractor and Farm Engine Section.—Prank

Bonnes, chief, formerly supervisor of farm
tractor sales of the International Harvester
Co.. Chicago, ni.

essary to prevent production and sales
over quotas, to preserve the competitive

Harvesting
tityn.—K. W.
sistant sales
vester Works

status of various manufacturers and to
conserve raw materials and finished

Section.—ti- P. Richles, chief, formerly as
sistant secretary of the Oliver Farm Equip

products.

Bam, Poultry and Miscellaneous Equipment
Section.—Stephen Mahon. chief, formerly
executive vice president of the James Manu
facturing Co., Port Atkinson. Wis.

The sales restriction does not apply to

equipment ov attachments and repair
parts which were completely manufac
tured or completely fabricated and
ready for shipment in knock-down form
on October 31, 1941.
★

★

★

and Marketing Equipment SecAnderson, chief, formerly as

manager of John Deere Har
of Deere & Co.. Mollne. Dl.

Because Imports of rotenone from Mar

laya and the Netherland Indies have been
cut off. limitations on its use were or

dered April 14by the Director of Industry
Operations with issuance of Conserva
tion Order M-133, effective immediately.
The chemical is used as a spray for
food crops, particularly peas and beans;
as a delousing agent; for household in
secticides, cattle and poultry powders

ment Co., of Chicago, HI.

These sections will handle all appeals
under Limitation Order L-26, which

M-133 permits its continued use as a

delousing agent and for food crops other
than cotton, tobacco, cranberries, egg

plant. cucurbits (plants of the gourd
family, such as cucumbers,squashes, and
pumpkins), onions, peppers, and sweet
corn. Household uses are prohibited.

Doesn't affect products

already manufactured
The order applies to manufacture of

preparations containing rotenone and
does not affect the use of such products
already manufactured.

Imports of rotenone from Latin Amer
ica. normally half the United States' sup

ply. are expectedto increase sharply next
year. Meantime, shipments of pyrethrum, a satisfactoi-y substitute for house
hold uses, continue to arrive from Africa
and are not restricted.

crop; fertUlzlng machinery; harrows, agri

cultural; hoes, rotary; lifters, beet; lifters,

peanut; lime spreaders; listers, agricultural:

manure spreaders; manure loaders; packers.
SOU; planters, corn; planters, cotton: planters,

garden; planters, potato; plows, disc; plow
shapes: plow shares; plows, subsoil; pulver
izers, agricultural; rollers, agricultural; seed
ers, farm; sprayers, fai'm; sprayers, band;

sprayers, power; transplanters, agricultural;
weeders, garden; weeders, horse-drawn; wesders. rod.
ment Section

Beekeepers' supplies;

brooders, poultry;

butter-making equipment, farm; carriers,
feed; carriers, hay; carriers. Utter; cookers,
feed; coolers, milk, farm; corn cribs; cream

separators, farm; drinking cups, livestock;
feeders, livestock; feeders, poultry; fence
controUers, electric, farm; forks, hay, har

poon, grapple, etc.; gates, farm; grain bins,
farm; harness hard^re; heaters, tank, Uve-

regulates the production of all types of

stock; horseshoes; flfeseshoe nails; Incuba-

farm machinery and equipment.

manger, barn: pens, livestock; silos, com;
silos, grain; stalls, livestock; stanchions, live
stock; tanks, farm; tanks, livestock; track
and hangers, barn door; track, hay and Utter
carrier; troughs, livestock; trucks, feed; wa
tering bowls, livestock; waterers. poultry.

only for the equipment assigned to him.
Therefore, in making appeals, admin
istrative work will be expedited if sepa

rate appeals are sent to the section
having control over the equipment
covered by the appeal.

All correspondence relating to the lim
itation order should be addressed to the
War Production Board. Ref. L-26, and
should bs marked for the attention of
the section chief 'handling the equip
ment involved.

Tractor and Farm Section

Tractors, wheel, except all purpose; trac

tors. all purpose: tractors,garden; engine, air

cooled, farm; engines, water cooled, farm;
Dxunp. Jacks; irrigation pumps; irrigation

equipment: pumps, hand; wind mills; pumps.
cylinder, farm; pumps, Jet; pumps, pitcher;
pumps, power; pumps, reciprocal; pumps,

shallow well; wagons, farm;

trucks, farm;

trailers, farm.

Haevestino and Marketino Equipment
Section

Binders, corn; binders, grain; binders, rice;
blowers, agricultural; cleaners, grain; com
bines harvester; crushers, feed; cutters, en>

silage; cutters, feed; elevators, portable,
farm; elevators, stationary, farm; evapora

tors. syrup; graders, grain; grinders, feed;

harvesters, bean; harvesters, ensilage, barvesters, grain; harvesters, hay; harvesters,
pea' buskers, corn; loaders, hay; mills, carie,
farm' mills, elder, farm; mowers, hay; pick

ers corn: pickers, cotton; pickers, peanut;
presses, fruit, farm; presses, hay; presses,
pick-up. hay; rakes, hay: shellers,com. hand,
sbellers, corn, power; shredders, corn; stack
er*. hay: threshers, bean; threshers, grain;

threshers, pea.

cinfer
tors poultry; milkii5«niachlnes;
partitions,

*

★

*

Buying of pork, pork products
expedited to meet AlHed needs
The Department of Agriculture is ex

panding its purchase program for pork
and pork products to meet the urgent
requests of Allied Nations.

Equipment assigned toeach section

and as an ingredient in sprays and soaps

for dogs, cats, and other household pets.

Section

Cultivators, beet: cultivators, garden; cul
tivators, horse; cultivators, tractor; cutters,
stalk; diggers, potato; drills, seed; dusters,

Tillage Planting and Seeding Equipment " Barn, Poultbt, and Miscellaneous Equip

Each section chief will be responsible

Uses of rotenone limited as
Far East sources are shut off

Tillage, Planting, and Seeding Equipment

The Agricultural Marketing Admin
istration has asked packers operating

under Federal inspection to offer for sale
to the Federal Surplus Commodities

Corporation at least two-fifths of their
production of pork cuts and canned
pork and two-thirds of their production
of lard and hog casings. This action has

been taken to assure the avaUabiUty of
sufficient quantities of pork products to
meet Lend-Lease requirements during
the

late

spring

and

early

summer

months.

These requirements will necessitate a
considerable step-up in the weekly rate

of purchases. Therefore, if plans work
out. the AMA will buy the equivalent of
approximately 40 percent of the pork
and 65to 70 percent of the lard produced
during the next 3 to 6 months in Fed

erally inspected plants. These packers
normally handle about two-thirds of the
country's total production of pork.
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CIVILIAN DEFENSE ...
Selected civilian hospitals in three
coastal areas promised funds, technical
aid in accumulating blood plasma banks

More adequate health facilities

for war plants urged by McNutt
An assertion that 80,000,000 working

OCD Director Landis announced April

through the assignment of Dr. John Alsever

16 that funds have been made available
through the United States Public Health

as national technical director to the Office

Service to enable the medical division of

the Office of Civilian Defense to provide
technical and financial assistance to
selected civilian hospitals, located within
300 miles of the Atlantic, Pacific, and
Gulf Coast, so that they can accumulate
a local store of blood plasma for the
treatment of civilian casualties caused

of Civilian Defense by the United States

Public Health Service, and through a number
of other experts who will be designated as
regional consultants.

ColIectioDs from voluntary donors
The plasma to be collected may be used

both to meet current local needs and to

establish a reserve supply. Hospitals to be
selected must have at least a 200-bed capac
ity. since that size has been foimd to be

desirable for proper operation of a blood and
plasma bank. Each hospital selected will be
expected to accumulate a reserve stock of

liquid or frozen plasma amounting to at least

by enemy action.

A reserve supply of dried plasma also

one unit pei bed within 3 months, A unit
of plasma is the amount which can be ob

will be prepared for prompt shipment to

tained from 500 cc. (1 pint) of blood. The
hospital will later be expected to maintain

communities whose local plasma bank
may be exhausted after air raids or other
major catastrophe. At Pearl Harbor
many lives were saved because of the

availability of blood plasma. Director
Landis said.

this plasma bank for its own needs.

By this means an adequate supply of
plasma should be available in hospitals in
the "target areas" of the United States within
3 months time.

. , . The blood from which

this plasma Ss to be obtained will be collected

by each hospital from voluntary donors.

Dr. George Baehr, chief medical officer

ir

it

OCD streamlined for war by

promptly available in all exposed com

new order, says Landis

casualties which may be caused by enemy
action, sabotage, or a major disaster.

President Roosevelt has established by

bleeding, the condition of ^ock Is more

ment to make:

statement

follows

(in

part);
Such casualties are frequently of a very
eerlous nature.
transfusions

. . . Although whole blood

are

Indicated

when

there

is

many lives can be saved by transfusions of
plasma, the liquid part of the blood.

Ciriiian plasma depots seeded
The Army and the Navy, with the assist

The new Executive order is significant to

me because it accomplishes two very Impor

tant things: First, it streamlines OCD for
war in a manner in which I believe it should

be streamlined, and second, through the crea

ance of the Red Cross, have been collecting
blood and having it processed into dried

tion of the Civilian Defense Board, It Inte
grates the operations of OCD with those of

plasma in. commercial laboratories so that

the total government program for prosecu
tion of the war. 1 am, needless to say, very

it can he shipped readily to distant parts.
Because of the widespread distribution of our
major cities along long coast lines, civilian
depots of plasma must be established In

hundreds of communities. These local sup
plies can be stored in the liquid or frozen

War centers inadequately served
Medical services In such war centers

as Bremerton, Wash., Valparaiso. Pla.,
and Hinesville, Ga., are so inadequate
that doctors, nurses, and dentists may
have to be drafted from other commu
nities, Asst. Surg. Gen. Joseph W. Mountln told the conference.

The

conferees

were

informed

by

Channing R. Dooley of the Labor Di
lems could be met if they would draw
on the 6,000 to 8,000 licensed women

doctors

common after severe Injuries and burns, and

Baehr's

Fifth National Conference of Govern
mental Industrial Hyglenists held In
Washington April 9-11.

In

the

country

as

plant

physicians.

Executive order a Civilian Defense
Board within the Office of Civilian De
fense to integrate OCD activities more
closely with those of other Federal, State,
and local war agencies.
Director Landis had the following com

Dr.

Industrial health measures were taken

Immediately in the country's war
plants, was made by Paul V. McNutt,
Federal Security Administrator, at the

vision, WPB, that part of their prob

if

of CCD, explained that an adequate
supply of blood and of plasma must be
munities for the treatment of civilian

days, or enough to build 14,000 bombers,
33,000 tanks, or 10 great battleships. In
the next year, could be saved if adequate

much pleased with the new order.

Health needs of smaM plants stressed
The conferees expressed special con
cern with two phases of industrial health:

the health problems created by large,
sudden influxes of persons Into war in
dustrial areas, and the problem of pro
viding adequate health services in small
industrial plants.
The conference recommended (in
part):
1. That the Public Health Services take

leadership In mobilizing facilities lu war
Industrial areas.

2, That the present program of research,
training, and technical assistance in industrial

health to war industry be expanded in order

Members of the Board are the OCD Di

rector (chairman), the War and Navy
Secretaries, the Attorney General, the

to meet present and future ne«ds.

The latter resolution pointed out that

Director of the Office of Defense Health

almost none of the small industrial
plants employing less than 500 have med

of Civilian Defense will be employed to assist

and Welfare Services, Mayor Maurice J.
Tobin of Boston, E. D. Mallery, Executive
Director of the American Municipal As
sociation, Red Cross Chairman Davis,

Since a large majority of the workers
are employed in such plants, the confer
ence recommended that governmental in

selected hospitals within the coastal defense

and Governor Stassen of Minnesota.

form.

Technical direction provided
In order to increase the amount of reserve

plasma in all exposed communities, a portion
of the money now available to the Office

zone which do not now have blood or plasma
banks, to develop such facilities in accordance

with the technique recommended by the
National Research Council.

In addition to

some financial assistance, expert technical

direction will be available to such hospitals

dustrial hygienists undertake to develop

Under the order, Director Landis will

perform his duties under supervision of
the President, with the advice
sistance of the Board.

ical, engineering, or nursing services.

as

plans and promote the voluntary estab

lishment of medical, engineering, and
nursing services in small plants by in
dustry.
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HEALTH AND WELFARE...
Very few city families eat all 8 "musts"
for nutrition, survey indicates
Very few city families probably make
a habit of eating all the protective foods
necessary for health and strength, ac
cording to preliminary reports on a re
cent nutrition poll made public April 15
by Federal Security Administrator Paul
V. McNutt. The survey, made by Cross-

ley, Inc., at the request of the Office of
Defense Health and Welfare Services of
which Mr. McNutt is director, was con

ducted In South Bend, Ind., where an
intensive community nutrition program
is now under way.

The eight basic food groups about
which South Bend housewives were ques
tioned are those listed as daily "musts"
in the national nutrition food rules, rec

ommended by the Nation's leading nu
tritionists: milk and milk products: or

anges, grapefruit, tomatoes, raw salad

greens: green or yellow vegetables: other
vegetables and fruits; whole-grain prod
ucts or enriched white bread and fiouv:

meat, poultry, and fish: eggs: butter and
other spreads.

A Uiird use at least seven
Only a small percentage of the families
interviewed use all eight essential groups
daily: but the survey shows that a third
of the housewives use at least seven of
them in the average day's msals: and

another third use six.

Meat, vegetables

(other than green or yellow), and butter

Physical fitness activities to
be integrated into existing FSA
programs, says McNutt

either salad or tomatoes; the relative
frequency might be roughly stated as one
for tomatoes and tomato juice, two for
the cabbage and salad group, and three

Nutt announced April 15 after a study
of the operations of the division of physi

for citrus fruits.

cal fitness that a large part of its pre

The regular use of the

Federal Sectirity

Administrator Mc

couraging in the opinion of nutritionists.
But, it is pointed out, more people need

vious operations will be integrated with
existing programs of the Federal Secu
rity Agency.

to

Kelly to be assistant director

citrus fruits by so many families Is en

know

that

tomatoes

and

cabbage

grown locally over wide areas are ac
ceptable alternatives with similar protec
tive values. This Is particularly im
portant information for the housewife
who must see that her family is well fed
on a modest budget.
In South Bend, and no doubt other
parts of the country, the white potato
is eaten more frequently than any other
vegetable. Eight out of every 10 of the
housewives

to

whom the interviewers

talked serve potatoes practically every
day. This is a good showing in the opin
ion of nutritionists. But the picture is
different for green and yellow vegetables,
which are particularly high in protective
vitamins and minerals; these are In
cluded In the average day's meals in only
about half the families. A substantial
number, perhaps as much as a third to
a half, of the total women interviewed,
say they never serve spinach or similar
leafy vegetables.

Mr. McNutt said that John B. Kelly,
director of the physical fitness division,

recently transferred from the Office of
Civilian Defense, will become assistant
director in charge of physical fitness, and
will continue to maintain headquarters

in Philadelphia with a small staff.
Tlie administrator paid tribute to the
excellent

work that has

been accom

plished by Mr. Kelly and his coworkers,
and called on those leaders throughout

the Nation, who have so generously given
their time and effort to this work, to con

tinue to promote these vital community

programs in this period of emergency.
Mr. McNutt stated:

The stimulus furnished by the physical

fitness division to local and individual
initiative In organizing constructive use
of leisure time has aided communities

throughout the Nation in planning and
developing local fitness programs.

Existing facilities to be used

Use of tops and skios neglected

In the Office of Civilian Defense the di

Children seem to fare much better,

the good out of the vegetables which are

vision operated on a small budget as a
coordinating agency for the development
of local programs. It has rendered a

nutritionally speaking, than adults.
This is especially noticeable in the find

used fairly frequently: Only about one-

service in bringing about a more exten

third of the women interviewed believe

ings on milk and milk products.

the tops of beets have high nutritive
value and for turnip tops the ratio is
only about one-fourth; one-half of these

sive use of existing community resources
and encouraging local sponsorship of or

are the three groups reported most fre
quently in the average day's meals.

Ap

proximately 95 percent of housewives
with children believe that milk products
should be served daily, whereas no more
than 80 percent of adults without chil
dren believe they need milk or milk prod
ucts every day.

About 75 percent of the housewives in

There also seems to be considerable

room for improvement even in getting all

housewives believe the skins of baked

potatoes have high food value.
*
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GOLF CLUB ORDER AMENDED

terviewed had heard of enriched bread;
about 20 percent had not, and the re
mainder were uncertain. Slightly more
than half definitely remembered having

was amended April 16 to permit manu

purchased enriched bread; about one-

facturers to acquire from inventories of

The golf club limitation order, L-93,

third did not remember.

other manufacturers finished parts con

Valae of tomatoes overlooked

taining iron and steel for assembly in
golf clubs.

Oranges and grapefruit appear much
more frequently on their tables than

clubs will cease £^ter May 31, 1942.

All manufacture and assembly of golf

ganized sports activities. An over-all
program for ultimate success requires the
full cooperation of Federal, State, and
local governments, private organizations,
and of the people.
This program will be forwarded
tlirough the existing facilities of the
Office of Education and the Office of
Defense Health and Welfare Services,

both part of the Federal Security Agency.
Field recreation representatives of the
Office of Defense Health and Welfare
Services will assist local communities in

developing plans to meet their recrea
tional needs while representatives of the
Office of Education will do similar work
with schools and colleges.

1:;
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Subcontracts may swing balance in war,

WAR EFFORT INDICES
MANPOWER

says Nelson; plants with as few as five or
six machines shoisld be used, he asserts
Increased subcontracting may swing
the balance in this war, Chairman Don
ald M. Nelson of the War Production
Board said April 15 in an open letter

asking major prime contractors to spread
more work among other firms whenever

deliveries can be hastened by this policy.
Mr. Nelson's letter, designed primarily
for contractors on critical items, follows:
More subcontracting will help win the
war.

and should be used in subcontracting.
The War Production Board has estab
lished field ofBces throughout the United
States, now grouped in 13 regions. One
purpose of these offices is to effect the
fullest and most efficient utilization of
facilities within their areas. For this
purpose, they maintain records of ma

chine tool equipment and other facilities

of
manufacturing establishments. I
urge you to make yoxir subcontracting
needs known to the nearest office.

Production speed is the dominant fac

tor in the race with the Axis; we have no

time to wait for new tools and new plant
facilities.

Every available idle tool that can be

put to work must be put to work.

This

may cost more, but the job must be done

fast, and experience has taught us that
some prime contracts can be subcon
tracted as much as 90 percent.
Planes, tanks, guns, and ships—their

With the future of our country at stake,
with our Armed Forces in immediate

need of more weapons, imagination and
boldness are called for on the industrial

front.

Increased subcontracting may

swing the balance.

Production lines are battle lines.
use ail the production we've got.
Sincerely,

Donald M. Nelson.
★

parts and subassemblies are needed in an

ever increasing flow, and only by full use

of existing facilities, by sharing the work,
can we get them soon enough.
Every prime contractor can help.
Every prime contractor should consider

having an established subcontracting de
partment. Subcontractors should be
given engineering assistance. Plants
with as few as five or six machines can

Let's

*
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Release of ^'frozen'' retreads
Retreaded or recapped passenger car
tires "frozen" in the hands of retreaders
since February 19 may be released to any
of their owners who can qualify for re

treading certificates, instructions sent by
the OPA to State rationing administra
tors revealed April 17.

National labor lorce. Mar
Unemployed, Mar

64,000,000
3, 600,000

Nonagrlcultural workers, Peb._.
Percent Jncrease since June 1940.

39.S42.000
••14

Farm employment, April 1,1942.

9.483,000

Percent decrease since June 1940_
FIHAUrE
FINANCE

• "4

otmiam

Authorized program J\me 1940-Mar.

31, 1942

n36.894

Ordnance
Airplanes
Misc. munitions
Naval ships
Industrial facilities
Merchant ships
Posts, depots, etc
Stock pile, lood e."cports

32,4X7
26, 802
17. 759
15,223
13, 89b
7, 650
7,078
5, 791

Pay, subsistence, travel lor the
armed forces

4,131

Housing
Miscellaneous

1,392
4,823

Total expenditures, June 1940-Mar.

31, 1942
Sales of War Bonds, cumulative.
May 1941-Apri] 15, 1942

*22,860
5,117

AprU 1-15

207

PRCOUCTIOM

June J9,)0 to latest t efiortvig date
of doVan)
Gov. commitments for plant expan
sion; l.oeo projects. Feb. 28
9.281
Private commitments for plant ex
pansion; 6.237projects, Feb. 28.._

1,978

eARNINGS, HOURS, AND COST OF LIVING
Pcrcent

Manufacturing industries—

*"rroHf*

February

Average
logs

weekly

Average

hours

per

eam<
$36 76

week

Average
ings

hourly

imo
38. 7

worked

earn

42.2

13.5

80.3«

19,6

Cost of Living, Feb. (1936- Index
39=.100)
112.6

12.0

• PreUmlnary

t Preliminary and excludes authorizations
in Ncval Supply Act for fiscal year 1943.
••Adjusted to avoid reflection of seasonal
changes.
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